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IMTEODUCTIOS 
©aapoiaads are pjrobably tfee mmt Importaat 
gi*6iip Gf oo^KKttsae used la orgaiiio syathesi®, fh®^  iaalmfi© 
all oomps^ iiAs «hioJi eontaia a direot ualos ©f ©arbon with a 
25it® two main ©lasses of oi^ anometallle ©oiapcsiuMs af© 
somonly kaowft at ''simple* and *raixed". A simple org&norattallie 
®oi^ >oim4 ia om whieli has only E gyoupg attaehea to the mstal 
{Ra%) wMle a mixed oi^ anjoraetallie oompound has both R aM 
X gs»oupe attached to the metal (HMgJC), fhe I group is uau-
ally % halogen altlioiigh it aay b® aa aeid radioal# hydrogen, 
hy4mxrl» aaitto or one of a variety of other groups depending 
upoa the reaotlTit^ r of the seleotefl organoiEietalli© eoi^ md. 
fhe a gK3«p is generally an alkyl or aiT'l radical ana. it m&j 
eontain a la2se variety of substituents, but the aubatituentg 
are obvioualy limited to those ^ li^  will mot reaot with tJie 
shosea organometallis oompound. 
fflbis simple ox^ aaosjetallio ooiapounda may be further classified 
into aysaatrioal and wnsymraetrioal /TCaHs)gPbG« Hi? 
gitjups, to additional olasslfioation is bastd upon the ^ alehoe 
©f th# metal in th© organoiaetallio ooBpound, The teiia *or^ an©~ 
sttallio radical* is given to thosa organometallic oompounds 
which oontain the metal in a lower valenoe state than is nor* 
m&l for th® metal, e^h ooffipouads are characterized by their 
t@nd«ney to rsvert to eospounds oontaini«g the metal in its 
HGsmal valeno® state. 
A kaoirledge ©f the nO-ative reactiTitles ©f orgaaoaetalll® 
©offipouMs is not only of theoretioal interest, Mt it also aide 
in the seleetion of th© proper organotaetalli© ©ompownd for use 
in a particular synthesis, asyntheses often involve the use of 
seleetive reaotlons, fhe wide range of reaotivities eahihited 
W o^ anoffietallio ©ompmindB should make ^ lem exoellent reagents 
for effeetii^  preferentli^  reaotiona with polyfunotional ®oia» 
pound®. First, of eourse, experimental data on th© relative 
reaotivities of the individual organometallle eoapoands sust 
be oomplled before the proper si^ eetions for preferential 
reaetions can be made. 
!ltoe present w>rk wit3i organoalusinuiB halides iias under-
taken with the view of eoMparing their reastivity wife sii^ le 
©rganoaluffiiima oompounds and with organojaetallle Qompmnds ia 
general, fhe possibility of the iaterffiediate formation of 
organoaluffiimuB halides in the Friedel^ Orafts reaction has s^ so 
been considered. 
fhe studies on divalent ox^ anolead radieals were under-* 
talLea with the aual purpose of devising improved methods for 
their preparation and determining their reactivity ia ooi^ ri-
son with trlvalent and tetravaleat organolead ooapoimds. 
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A. OROAI^ iOALUMIWOM HALIDIS 
HISTORICAL 
2he ©liemlat3!2r ©f ox^ aiioaluBinua halides was inat^ rated 
In 1859 by Hallwaeiis and Scliafarilc (1) when they heated ethyl 
iodide and alUMlmiaj in a sealed tube at 180® for two days, and 
obtained a reactive organic liquid which contained aluciiima. 
t^hough they did not isolate or definitely identify their 
products, they undoubtedly had prepared a mixture of t"&yl*> 
aluminum iodides. The following year Cahours (S) reported 
the same reaction, in which the reactants were heated in a 
sealed tube for twenty-four hours at 130"» A liquid was ob­
tained which faffi@d in the air and to it was assigned the 
gtructur® Al{OaK»)a'AlIj|, fhe metliyl analog was alec prepared. 
Both compounds were decomposed by water and burned in an atmos­
phere of oxygen or clilorine. freatsent of the ethyl derivative 
with an ethylzinc compound gave zinc iodide and an inflamaable 
liquid which was probably trietliylaluminufa, 
Mouneyrat {3) and later f^ ratenhoff (4) investigated the 
reaction between aluaimim and ethylene bromide. A compound, 
fomulated as .^ LBr0*Al(C»H^ Br)a, was obtained which reacted 
violently with water and exerted a catalytic effect oa the 
(1) Hallwachs and Schafarik^  Ann.. 109. 307 (1859). 
(b) Oahoure, Ann, chim. phys., / 3 / S8. 30 (1860). 
(s) itouneyrat* Bull, eoe. ohia.^  /Z 183 (1898). 
(4) Mrstenhoff, Bull, soc. chia. Belg.. 1?. 414 (1903). 
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syathetis of other orgaBoraetalllo halldes. It was capablt of 
starting th© reaotlon between alUBJinu® and bromide to , 
glv® s eompound designated es AlaBra{Ga,Hg)8. It ¥5at used also 
as a catalyst in reactions between zinc and alkyl halldse (5). 
Spenoer aM Wallaoe (6) w®re the first to present th© tr«© 
equation for the forsiation of lalxed organoalufflinma oompounds 
froa the reaction between alusinu® and al&yl halldes, 
3A1 -1^  3HX > RgAlX -¥ RA1X». 
fhey earried out a naraber of reaotion® between organic halldes 
and aluainu®, Imt they did not separate or OGncjluslirely identify 
their produeta. Bie resulting ©rude reaotion produots were 
hydx^ lyzed to give hydrooarbons whioh generally contained the 
same nuaber of ©arbon atoms as in the original halides. Svi» 
denee for the formation of hydrocarbons irith t%rio0 the number 
of oajrbon atoms was found only in the ease of the halogen sub-
gtituted anilines, e^ halldes investigated were methyl iodide, 
isoaa^ l ohloridet ifioaiayl bromide, iaoaajyl iodide, aeo.^ ootyl 
iodide, iodobenssene, ehlorobenzene, jg-eliloroaniline, 
aniline and a»bf«Bonaphthalene* The first two were heated in 
sealed tubes at B70* and only decomposition gaees were obtained, 
fh© others with the exception of ohlorobenzene were heated in 
flasks fitted wil^  oondeneers, Ghlorobenzene was heated in a 
sealed tube for nine hours at 270® to give a oharred produot 
which contained a fm white oirstale. Hydrolysis of the ailxture 
(5) «lGb and Reich, Sull. aoo. ohim,, 7 33. 3.424 <1933)» 
(6) Speneer and Wallaoe. J. Chem. i§27 (1^ 8K 
gave a per <smt yield of benzene. Halogen aelds 
were liberated in aoet of th® r®aotlone, 
fhmsLB (7} reported that methylene iodld© reaoted with 
iiluiHiiBi» after & long period of standing to fom a %tiit© ©ryiH 
talllB© pi^ daot. #ros8© (8) studied th® reaotlon between 
a©^ yl®n# bromide and aluminu® and found the reaotioa to b& 
«uoh »ore rapid if it was aoti-rated id.th iodine, fher® re­
sulted a whit» organoaluffiiijua oompound in addition to alumintim 
bi^ aid® «feieh was rmored by high vacuum gublifflatioa at 300®, 
Rydrolyai® of the remaiair^  organoalusinua ooapouM gave pur# 
sethaa®. Aooording to Faillebin <9) the ©ours® of l^ e reaotioR 
bstweeti ®©thyl0n« iodide and alusintu® in the preseno® of eth®r 
prooesded in th® folloirlng maimers 
(15 SGHal# + 4A1 > 3CHj|«AlI + Allg, 
(B) 6CHaIa + 4a >3GaU^ + 4AlXa, 
la th# oas© of laethylen® bjpoiaide th© seoond rtaotion took place 
to a ©oasiderably lesser txtent, fh© additloa of iodin© to the 
postulated mBthylmemlumlmm bTOmide apparently proeeeded ae-
eordin^  to th# equation, OHjiaAlBr la >CH»I*AlBrIt ainoe 
hyarolysie ga'^ # only sethyl iodide and basio aluaiiia^  br®Bio-
iodid«. 
In 1935 0rignard and Jei^ ias (10} mad© an outstandiiig 
(?) Shosas, Compt, rend*. 174« 464 (1933). 
(8) Kraus® und wn SrGS|e, ^ D^ie Gheffiie der raet&llorganisehen 
Verbintduagen*, Sebmder Bomtraeger, Berlin (1937), p. 237* 
(9) Paillebin, Compt. rend,^  174, lis (1933). _ 
ClO) C^ rignai^  and JenlblKg. Ball, soo, ohla,^  17^ J Sl» 2.376 (1925X 
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e©nti*lbutioii to chealstry of organoalumluiia halides. Th« 
mixed d^ ylalimimaa iodides were prepared trom etliyl iodid© 
and al«ailn«B by ©mploying a te<^»iqu© eiallar to that ased in 
til® preparation of SrlgnaM reagents. Ko ether wa® used, how^  
eTer. fh© r«sultii3g product was a aobil® liquid «liich was 
ssparatad by frastionation into diethylaluiainum iodide (b.p. , 
110-l^ ®/^ 5 aJid ©thylaluffliniiffi di-iodide (b.p., 15S-160V 
4 m.p., 35-37®). Moleoular •weight dsteiralnations ^ owed 
that laie ©oiapminds were biaolecular. fhey ware soluble in 
ether and formed stabl® isoao-etherat©s Khioh w«re not destroyed 
by heating. Both v»re eolubl® in benzene and diethylaltmlfium 
iodld# was soluble in ehlorofom. fhe oojspounds were f©ry sen-
altiv® to oxygen and were instantly Inflaramabl® in th@ air. 
Water hydrolysed quit© violently to ©than©. H© reaction 
was reported with oarboa dioxid©, but they brought about con-
dtnaation of acetone to aesltyl oxide, and ifith benzaldehyde 
unidentifiable complex oond©nsatlon products r©8ult©d. Mer-
curio chloride and mcreujKJUs chloride were partially reduced 
to metallic mercury» 
Sie ©thylalumlimm broraid©® were prepared by initiating 
the reaction between ethyl bromide and aluminust with a small 
crystal of iodine, fh© bromides oould not b© fractionated 
eatlsfactorlly. 
At about the same time Leon© (Ha) reported ©xtenei^ © 
(11) C&) L@one, Oagg. chia. ital,. 294 (1935); 
<b) Leon© and Bi^ iooyio, S!Sid.« 55, 301 (1925). 
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studies oa the reactioRs between alkyl lialides and aluminuia. 
In which sisall amounts of ether were used to initiate fee 
reactions and additional ether was added to keep the reactions 
going whenever they slowed down appreoiahly. fhe mixed oisaao-
aluialnua etherates were prepared in this manner fTO© ethyl 
lodLide, ethyl bromide, a-propyl iodide, isoasyl iodide, ^  
ootyl bromide and lodobenzene» The crude products were not 
purified but were reaoted directly with ketones, aeid ehlorldes 
and alkyl iodides (lib). Ketones were oondensed, acetone giv­
ing mesltyl oxide and acetophenone giving triphenylbenzene. 
the mixed ethylaluralnuia iodide etherates and benzoyl ohleride 
gave a small amount of propiophenone, a small ^ aount of 
dibensoylethaae, ethane, hydrogen chloride and a tarry residue. 
Steall yields of alkylated benzenes, together with larger aiaounts 
©f resinous material, were obtained fro® reactions between 
all:yl lodldee and the mixed phenylalumlnu® iodides. 
fhese mixed Grganoaluminum compounds were found also to 
react with amffionia, aliphatic priiaary and seoondary amines and 
aryl prXmxj amines in the manner of the corresponding magne-
sluii coiapounds (13). The M-alkylanilinee did not react. 
Early in 1937 Walker and Willeon (13) showed that oetl^ l 
ohlorlde reacts with aluiainuM in the presence of a siaall amount 
(13) Leone and Braleovic, ibid., 55, 306 (1925). 
(13) Walker and Will son, Refrljg. Eng., M, 89 (1937). 
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of lodia© or aluaijiu® chloride to form an unidentified produot 
ifeiob is probably a mixture of diiaethylaltiiain«® eblorid® and 
aethylaliMimim dichloride. I«at©r in th© saja® year. Hall and 
Mash {14) Isolated tJi© mixad ethylaltuninum chlorides froai th® 
products of the polymerization of athylene by a mixture of 
aluaiauffi and aluainum ohloride. Sthylaluminum dic^ loride 
foiled an inaolubl© double salt with sodiuffl chloride at 200®, 
leaving the liquid diethylaltminua chlorids whioh iras deoanted 
and distilled Cb.p., aS-'SS.S^ /S.S ma*). Oxidation of the 
mired ©thylalUKinusi chlorides gave som# ethyl alcohol and tr©a^  
sent '^ th aoetyl ohloride yielded methyl ethyl ketone. 
k better method of preparing aUtylaluminuiB ohloridee hae 
been deesribed by !&tlzda and Kra«@ (15). The gateous halid« 
is passed into an aluminus-oopper alloy which has been aotivated 
by iodine or alumlnua ohlorid©, and an equiiaoleoular mixture of 
the aised organoaluminim halides results. The desoription ap­
plied speoifieally to methyl ohloride, ^ t it was stated that 
©thyl ohloridft and setliyl and ethyl brooides eould ale© b© used# 
Oi^ ss® and Mavity Ci6) prepared aluminujs oompmmds 
®f the types n^ &XX, BAlX,, RsAlOR, RAlCOR)## ROAlX, and 
(HO)aAlX (E « allsyl or &rstX radloal, X » halogen). Th9^  w«r© 
found to ignit© spontaneously in air and to be daeoEapoaed 
C14) Hall and Naah, J. Inet. PetroleuE feoh.. S$, 679 (1937). 
(15) Hniada and Kraug. J. M. ghos. Soo>, 2276 {1938), 
(16) Q-rosse and Mayity."7« Ora. qh@m« > 5* 1^ 6 (1940) , 
•• 16 "• 
lay water or aloohol Into the oorrespoMing RH oom-
pounds. Some of the oompoands were reported to disproportion­
ate easily aooordlng to the following equationaj 
il) 2RaAlX  ^KAlXa R,A1. 
(3) 2BMX9 > RaAlX + AlXa. 
AllEali ffietal halidee added to the organoalumlma halldes 
to prodaee white orystalliae solids. For example, die^ yl-
alumiimm bromide added potsasium bromide to give white prisms 
(ffi.p., 55®) lihioh were forsailated as KAl{C»Hg)»Br,. fhe 
physical constants of these alumiima oompounds are glTen la 
fable I. 
fhe preparation of these alumintia compounds Is discussed 
by arosse and Ma^ i^ty who state that orgaaoalumlaua halides as« 
most conveniently prepared through the reaction of ali^ yl hal­
ides and aiTl iodides with alumlnua. The reaction, whi«^  
Is practically quantitative, has been successfully applied 
using methyl and ethyl chlorides, bromides and iodides, and 
the n-propyl, phenyl, and ^ -tolyl iodides, fhe reactions 
were carried out in pyrex flasks with mechanical stirrers ©r, 
in cases where the alkyl halides are gases, in rotating or 
stlrrer-equipped autoclaves. It was usually necessary to 
catalyze the reaction with iodine, an aluminuo halide, or a 
previously prepared alkylaluffliiaia halide. The two compounds 
produced were separated either by physical methods (fractional 
- 3.7 
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+ RAlXg sua > HaAl + 3HaX ^  ill. 
Oj«gaaoaltt®iiia® Imlides have also been prepared toy treat-
OTg&mlm& eospounds with aluminm elilorid® C17)* IKh# 
eseenfilal re&©tioM in petroleaa ether (b.p#, 9G»115®) or 
hm&m appear to b© the following for phenyllead eoi^ uMsi 
2. C0e«ft)4pb + AlCl, > {CeH»)aJ»bCl + C^ HnAlSl#. 
II. {S«H»)4pb 4- 0»H«iaCl» {G«H«)»?bGl + <0*ls)aiaCl, 
III. {o»H||)»pbai + iaoi» —^ {G,H#)«Pb<ii8 * 
fh® reaetion is halted at the diphenyllesd diohlorid® stag©, 
and this ooapound was shown to be unaffiotsd when treated 
s^ arately with alufflittuffi chloride. The organomlumlHua oom-
pounds were qualitatively analyzed by the eolor test (18), and 
si®i«.qu«ntitatively dfet@r®in®d both by raeaPArlng the omm^  
phenon® after troatsent with benzoyl ^ iloride, and by fovm^  
tioa of benzen® upon hydrolysis. 
i^eoa and lipping Cl9) obtained similar reaction® by 
elseving phenylsilioon ooiapouiitds with alumiimm ohlorido. fh© 
prea#noo of alusminuia oostpounds was indleated by th® foroation 
of b©ns@ne upon hydrolysis, the isolation of ethylat©d hmmnm 
i#h©n ethyl bromide was present in the reaotlon ®ixtur©, and 
th® isolation of aoetophsnon© upon the addition of aeetyl 
ehlorid®. the three reaotions were forimlated as followei 
Cl?) CJiliaan and APPerson, ibid*. 4, 162 (1939), 
8^) #ilaaa and Sehulse> m, (mem« o^«. 47. 3G02 (19S5). 
Cl9) Svison and Sipping, J, fees, Soe., g^ '^ ?4'^ 1931)« 
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I. 4. • 0«%^ Ola. 
II, G«H,S101a 4 4lGla >0,1»41S1» + 3102.^ .^ 
Ill, (0^ 41)411 • ilCla > gica.4 + (ta!^  r®si€M«), 
Wa^ lXmd «>0Eipmnd8 {17) were heaved hf a^ imiiiii© c&lorld© 
t© gim essentially tati® sj^ e tliree reaotioas as r&portM f©p 
tfet plienyl a®rlvati?®s» However, with etiiyll®&d eoiapoimds, 
the dietiiylleaa dielilorid® in equation (III) w&b mt isolated. 
Sh,e alujiistis eoapcRaBds aeoelerate its ^ m^mpQaltioa t© lead 
©hloride, ethyl ehloride and diapjpoportionatioa products of 
th® ©tSiyl radieals. fh© oif^ anoaluraiauia eompousds foraed were 
ehiefly 4i©thylalumli»«a chloride and ethylslUffiiBua dioljloride, 
together vitii oooasional siaall quantities of trlethylalii«itiua, 
fhese ©thylalumimm oospounas appeared to torn QO^ lex&e with 
the mrious ©thyllegj, oompouMs, and th« oomplejt#® were hrokm 
up by faytoolysis, hy distillation or by reaction with aoyl 
halidss, InoidoRtal to the formtion of ethyl ehloride, it 
was sig^ ifioant that small qumititi©! of hexaethylbeasono w«r© 
isolatod vhm hm&em w&e u&ed as tho reaotioa aeditia» Of 
oourse, this f^ iedsl-Srafte produot aay have oom© th# 
dii^ awjportionatioa of ethyl radicals to ethylene* 
Bi© e^ iylaluainyu oompotiMs w®ro isolated by dietilla-
tioa, and thslr phygical ©onstants oheeked those of ©thyl-
alsmima oompounds prepared both from the reaetion of ethyl 
i^ loride and alumiiaaM turnings (using a orystal of iodin® or 
m tm dis>pe of athyl iodido as a oatalyst) and from the addi­
tion of alumina® chloride to triethylaluaimm. fhe mixed 
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etljylalualBttm mmp&un&s ©ould not be fra©ti©iiated satlsfaetoi:*-
ily. boiling point of the mixed ethylalmlimii ehloride» 
was 83 
Oaldentified organoalttmimiffl eoMpouads were obtained fros 
the sleamg© of tidphenyl- and tri-^ tolyllead by aliwtlimim 
©hlorlde. 
u^pl® Qm&m&X'mimm CkinBPomoa.8 (EaAl? 
ffii# e^ efflisti?y of si»pl© organoaltmiimffi ®oMpo«Ms began in 
1865 ^ ©n Baoktoa and Odling (^ ) prepaiped trialJsylaltiaiftim 
eompoaiids from the oofresjxinaiBg laeraarials and aliisiiaam, 
SHgHg 4- 3A1 > 3% • 3R»-A1. 
fhe aethyl and eiKiyl ooapounds were prepai»ed and both were 
litpide whl<& were inflaaaable in the air, fhey diatlllet 
Mn^ somposed in m atmosphere of hydrogen, the eethyl oompoand 
boiling at 130® and the ethyl ooapoand at 194®. friethyl-
®lu®ii»iia added iodine to give ethyl iodide and a mirtrnj?® prob­
ably ooataining the alxed ethylaltimiiiwffi Iodides and altualiMaBi 
iodide. ¥apor density aeaaureaents indloated that the ooin-
pounds were bimoleoular. 
fhe noiml propyl {b.p,,, 348-233®) and butyl deriwtlTes 
were prepared in 18? S by Cahours (21) who msed the prooednre 
of Baoktoa and Odling. 
aosieisfemt later, Eoux and lrf«tlee C2S) investlpited the 
(30) aiekton and oailng, Ann. ^/». , /"ij 4, 49S (186S) 
(Sl) Sahoara, i^ ahresber*. 518> 533 C1W3) 
{gsj Hoax and Louiseit ^ 11. eoo* i^a*« (S) 50» 49? (188S)* 
moleeular weights of the methyl-, ethyl-, n-propyl- and lao-
o^ylaluainuai oompounds and found them to "be best represented 
as Mmoleoular oompounds both in solution and in the vapor 
phase. Heatii^  the substances above their boilir^  points 
decreased their vapor densities and the oompounds deooaposed 
more and more into the simple moleoules (23)• 
Grignard reagents have also been used for the preparation 
of trial^ qrlaluminum compounds, but an etherate is always foraed. 
Krause and Wendt (24) prepared the etherates of trimetliyl-, 
triethyl- and tri-^ propylaluminum by adding aluminua chloride 
to an ether solution of the corresponding Srignard reagent, 
A101» + SRMgX s-RaAl + 3Mg(X)Gl. 
The resultii^  product was distilled in the presence of addi­
tional Q-rignard reagent to insure the complete removal of 
halogens, fhe etherates were designated as containing four 
moleoules of aluminum compound and three molecules of ether. 
However, in some later work, it was suggested that the compounds 
probably foraed mno-etherates (25). fhe etherates were very 
stable thermally and did not lose their ether on distillation, 
fhe boiling points of the etherates of trimethyl-, triethyl-
and tri-n-propylaluminum are 68V15 jam., 112®/!^  mm., and 135®/ 
18 ma., respectively. The etherates were prepared also from a 
laagnesiua-aluffiinum alloy and the corresponding alkyl bromides 
(23) Qaincke, 2. physik. Chem.. 3, 164 (1889). 
(24) Krause and ^ ndi, Ber.. 56, 466 (1923). 
(25) Ref. 8, p. 221. 
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lit ©the? golutlon, 
Ti^ pscli and Sohellenberg (26) ha^ e apparently prepared a 
trialS:jlalxumiattm ©offiiX)uad by n unique laetbod. Methyl aleohol 
was de®oaposed at S?0® in the presence of aluminum, fhe re­
sulting gag wa0 eondeiieed and found to contain an alufflimm 
ooHipound, probably triffiethylaluffilnum. 
Sie first siiaple arylaluminum compound was prepared by 
Frledel and Crafts (27) in 1888 in connection with studlea on 
the msc^ anisffi of the reaction bearing their name. Diphenyl-
sercury was heated with aluminum foil at 125*130® to give tri-
phenylalaiiinuffi %&ioh reacted Tigoroualy with water to for® 
benzene, biphenyl and alumina. Oxidation gave soae phenol, 
while reaction in 3Eylene solution with sulfur produced di«-
phenylen© disulfide, phenyl sulfide and probably some pher^ l 
mereaptaa. A small amount of dlphenylaethan© wag isolated 
tmm the reaction with benzyl chloride. Bo reaction occurred 
with chloi^ benzene. Hilpert and Qrilttner (28) also prepared 
triphenylalaiiitKJUsa from dipher^ liaeroury and found the melting 
point to be 196-200®. It fonaed an etherate of white needles 
melting at 112-113®. Eeaction with ohloi^ foj^  gave a yellow 
seai-orystalline proauct, but no triphenylmethane was isolated. 
Ko condensation reaction was observed with cai^ >on tetrachloride. 
(36) fropseh and Sehellenberg, Abhdlg. z. Kenntnis d. Sohle. 
7, 13 (1925) Zlsntr*, 1, 3298 a926J/-
(E?> ^ riedel and Oraftg> Aim, ehia. phya. /"6 7 14, 4@3 (1888). 
IzB) Hilpert and Q-ruttner, 3er., 45, ^ 8^ Tl^ l2). 
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has been pr«pap®d tbe ©os^ espoM-
Ing mermrlBX by Erawse and Dltmar t/Aio aeaeribed aa elaborate 
method for ^ 0 pirifioation of trlarylalnalattm eompouadg by 
r@01^ stallizatlon tmm hmz^ m or ether la a three^ lmlb appar­
atus (39)» fri-^ tolylalumlmim was foiand to be a white 
talltne powder whioh tfaa soluble in bsn8«s®» It sMsfi ether 
to fofffi a iaoifio»@i0i©rat© (m.p.# 125®) as does trlph®3Ejylaliaalnaa« 
Treatment of th® ©tlieratee with aMonla gaire th® sorrosponOlJag 
asmonia addition ooapoaadfi. Addition of iodln® to trlph@i^ l-
almirMB ga.m aluminum Iodide aM lodobengon®, 
SsdtaB added slowly ta triphenylalmaiiiu® la ©t^ iari? and 
after asijy hour® of shaking a r©d-brown solution resulted. 
Oofloentratlon of th© solution caused a brown powder to b® 
preoipitated C^ ). 
0i3^ a and Ma3?ple (31) have simplified the prtparatlon of 
triarylal^ iffliiMia ci^ apounds by rsfluxing xylene solmtions of t3bte 
aerourials aad altmlm^ i* Fr®viously» all preparations InTol^ ed 
th@ tase of sealed tubes. Kefliixlng in seylene solution !« 
faster, th©r« i« no loss due to dooompoeltlon, and th@ rssitlt* 
ing xylene solution of th® orpinoaliualaum oo^ ount Is suitable 
for Isgaedi^ t® wse. 
Xylene solutions of simple organoalamlnuia oompounds were 
fo«aa to gim po#ltlT® solor tests (18) after flvo slnates of 
(3S) IraHfit and Bltear, Ber*, 63, 0401 (1930)| Se# also Ref. 8, 
p. 232, and l%rple* SoitoSl Dissertation, Xmm Stat# Ool-
Igff® {193S), p. 30. (30) Ersus# and Polaok, Ber., 59, 1438 (1926)• 
(31) MlfflitB and Marple, Reo# tray* ohim., S5. 133 (1936), 
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oontact irlth MloJaler'a ketone If the golatlon was one^ tenth 
molar with reinject to the organoaluminua ooapouaae {si). 
jg^ foluanlllae was obtained in a yield of sevent^ -os® 
oent ftpom the reaction between phenyl isooyaaate and tri-»^  
tol^ 'laluminum in atylene solution, fhe yields of anllldes from 
tri-n-propyl- and triethylaluminiaa were only eighteen and twenty-
seven per cent, respectively (31). 
Garboaation of trl-^ tolylalumlnttai with solid carbon di­
oxide gave no acid. A thirty^ two per oent yield of j^ tolule 
acid Was obtained by refluxing an ether solution of tri-jg-
tolylaluffiinaa under an atmosphere of carbon dioxide for seven 
days. When a boilli^  jqrlene solution of tri~jg-tolylal«miiaiii 
was treated for tm hours with gaseous oaH>on dioxide, a 
forty-four per oent yield of acid was obtained (31). 
&n e-^ er dilution of tri-^ t^olylalualma gave a trace of 
diphenyl-^ tolylcarbinol after standing five days with benzo-
phenone. friphenylaluminura gave a twenty-three per oent yield 
of triphe^ ylearblnol after standing sixteen days with benzephe-
none at reoa temperature. a forty-three per oent yield of the 
oarbinol was obtained by refluxlng a xylene solution of tri-
jg-tolylalufflinuffi and benzophenone for two hours. A cold xylene 
solution of trl-^ tolylalumimia was oxidized to give an eight 
per oent yield of _g-oreBol. A cold xylene solution of trl-jg-
tolylaluatiaum reacted completely in one hour with benzaldehyde 
to give a twenty-seven per cent yield of phenyl-j-tolyloarbinol. 
•• 26 "* 
Brnzmltrlln i?©aet©d with & eolation of tri^ t^olyl-
alumiimm after tfeirfey mimtes of reflwxiwg to glir© & ae^ entttu 
per 0«nt jieia of phenyl ^ tolyl k©toiae, Ithyl and phenyl 
fee»f©at@s gave only oondenaation pK>4u©ts with tri-^ tolyl-
ali^mimim, 
WT<m m stw^ y of these results anS r®salts ohtain©4 W 
aioAlar etudies on other oi^ faniometallio 0oap©un<ls, Giliaan aad 
Marple {31) QOneladed that organoalusinim eoropouaas were more 
rsa^ jti're than ox^ anoboron or organoziac Gojspousd® and lese re­
active than or^ noBiagiiesiiiBi eompouMs. 
Eirby (32) has reported that triphenylalttjaima tiiides^ #s 
l,4»sadltioii with Qhaleone m do Srignard reagents to glT# a 
ninety-»f©iir p€fr mnt yield of £,^ -diph@nylpropi©phenoii®, 
fri:^ enyl^ iimii»iia and aoetophenone produced dypnon© in a 
thirty-iix per sent yield (33), Mo methyldipheBylearhiaol was 
isolated, batt anayaffietrical diphenylethylene and resinoms prod-
ttots were fouad, 
frietl^ lalimiBttsi ©awsed oondensation of benzsldehyde and 
aeetojdieiMJiie to bestsalaoetopherion© (34), frletliylalumintto 
exerts a reduein^  aetion also on aldehydes sad ketones, Meer-
vein (SS) has foiimlated the reaction as followsS 
(33) Kirby, Iowa gtat© Poll. J. 3oi.. 12, 137 (1937). 
133) galloway aiid Q^ reea* Am. Cfetea. Wo,. 59. &>9 (1937). 
(34) #il»aii and lelson, Hg®. tray. 537 (1936), 
(35) Keerweia, Hinz, Hajert and S^ ake, J, praJfct, 147. 
326 (1936). 
- a? -
0 h 
4- {CJaH#)aAl {Gl8-CUG-0)aAl<88.5^) # SOgH^. 
h ti 
reacted alsllsply to the extent of eevsnty-thpe® and 
OR@-lmlf per sent. Ghloroaeetone was re&ieed by triethyl-
BXumimm to gi'?'© a seTerity per cent yield of eMLoi^ isepropyl 
aleohol. Slsilarly, triehloroacetone and trlGhloroaoetophenoEte 
ga^ e ®l3Ety-flve and eighty per oent yields of the <Ksrrespoiid« 
ing rsduetlon pfoduots» Beusil was reduoed to bensoin {4<^  
yield). Beazaldelayd® and trletljylalumisam In et&er solution 
gave only twel^ re per oent of the reduction psroduot, benzyl-
aloohol, and sixty'-tws and one-half per oent of the noraal 
reaetion prodmet, pitenylethyloarblnol. j^ -Qilorobenzald^ xyde 
gave twenty-fiv® per eeiit of ^ chlorobenayl aloohol and fifty-» 
two per oent of tiie osrbinol. Only fiT® per oent of the re­
duction prodttst was isolated fro® ^ aethoa:yben2aldeJiyde iftiil® 
eiimaai© mldeliyde gave only styryletliyloarfeiaol yield), 
0rigaai« reagents also add 1,2- to oinnaaio aldefayde* 
frietljylilttaiaiim is not affected by niokel-'blaok ia tSie 
presenoe of teydrogea (S6). 
A twenty per oent by wltia© solution of trie-H^ lalaainw® 
R-toutyl etherftt© (b.p., 14a-141®/15 in ^ butyl ether r©* 
aoted witbi alooliols, phenols, enole, ©xiffies, oarbcocylio aoids, 
aad thiols, wiiea heated at lOQ* for one hour (37). Likewise, 
(36) MSller load Sauerwald, Honat8h.» 48« 737 (1927), 
im) M^Xmn, lm& State Soli, 'to.. IB., 14S (1937)| See 
also dilaaa and Kelson* J* ^ giarcl^ ea. Soe,, 5©. tSi (1937), 
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thB aolJation rtaeted ¥lth hydrogen attached to nitrogen in 
fflgalmee, amides and ketisides. Reaction with so®© secondary 
l^n©a was very elow and there was practically a© reaction 
with acetylenes, u^s, triethylalumlna® n-butyl etherate may 
be ueM t« dlffereatlate hydrogen attached to oaygen, aulfur 
©r nitrogen from that attached to the triple-bond earbon in 
the acetylene®* Similar Inveetigatione showed that the oT&er 
Qt reaetifity of organoaetalllc compounds toward active l^ di^  
gen is Zn >Gd >B >Pb >Hg >B1 > Sn >Si* 
GHaian and Nelson (38) obtained allylic rearx^ ng^ ent 
products by reaction of benayl-setalllc eospounds of Elac# 
cadalum, mercwry and alaaimim with forcaaldehyde, acetyl chlor-
id# and earlK)n dioxide. 
A new type of altiminum compound has been prepared by 
Crosse and lavlty (39) which corresponds to th® general foimila 
e^re M It an alJcall metal (M, Ma, K) and R is an 
alfcyl gro«p. fhese coapounde have been called "almonldes®. 
ffiiey were probably prepared earlier by Hein and Pauling (40) 
nfco studied th# condtiotiTity of quarternary ammonii® salts la 
trlethylalttainuii. e^ "alumonldes" fora th© «r®aetrlOfil 
cottntei^ art of the left hand side of the periodic system to 
the so-called "onlaia cofflpomnds", 01", ©f the right 
(38) Sllmsn and Melaon, Ibid.* ?41 (1939). 
(39) CNposee and Mavity, AEstraele, jtoerlcan Oheiaical Society, 
Milwaukee meeting, 1938. 
(40) Hein and Pauling, Z. phyallc. Ohm. , A165, 33S (1933) • 
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hand Bid®. Th® tetraethyl alumoaides are irhlt©, erystaHine, 
faslble, 3alt*llke substafioea whioh are T@ry mmltim to 
ojcygen er water. They are insoluble in pstmffXn hydro^ arboas 
bat art easily soluble in and orystalliaaMe froa armsti© 
hydaE^ oarbons, ®ie fused salts are readily ©leots^ lyz©#, d®*-
positiag aluminum at the oathode, and ©TOlTing gas at the 
abod©« 
fhey are prepared by the dlreot addition of alkyl alkali 
sompouiids to triethylaliimiattSi 08H#l^ i <¥ > 
©ore oonveniently by the rsaetion of tho 
alkg^ i aetalt with tristhylaluminua, 3M + 4{0aKj|)tJ§l > 
^ ai. 
Si® lithioa oospouiid aelts at 165-167® and th© iodium 
and potassiaa oompoiinds at 90»96® and 80^ 3®, reapeoti^ uly* 
Pireot addition of sodiim ©thylate to tristhylaluuimis 
prodwoed M^ ^^ {0aM»)#iO00HgJ7 melted at 79-S3®* 
• 30 -
l^©eara'felq33i dt etlj^laxiimlnum ghlorl<l#8> f&© appara^a 
o^asistM of a 350 eo. thi«e®-iiee&0d flask @Q«ipp@€ wltii a 
HopMas ooM®ns©P, a ae3E»©ury-sealed stlrrei' and a deliv^ a^  
tab® for iiJtrodueljE]# gaseous ©tiiyl ol-tlopid0» Th& r«flux soa« 
denst? ©litlet was eonn^ cted to a U-tube filled with aereui^ * 
A pressur® h©ad of SO ffim» %ras mintained ia order to Iteep th® 
ethyl elxlorid© in th® reaGtion flask, fha ©thyl ©hloride was 
purified bj passing the gas first through ©onsentrated eulfuri® 
asid loid ®oda llae. A siifety tube was inserted iit th© 
sulfuric asid wash bottle* The rat® of flow of ga« was r€gtt» 
lated bj aemns of si sorew clamp and th© depth of iimersion ®f 
tht ethirl cshlorid® container in a oooling bath» 
In a typical run 7 g* (0,859 g. atom) of alumimna turnings 
and a crystal of iodine were placed in the three^ -neoked flask 
and th@ flasi:; was then swept out with niti^ gen. Ethfl ohlorid© 
gas was allowed to floi^  in slowly and at the ssme ti®@ the 
laijttur® was heated by means of a hot pl&te until the r@sctaatt 
b#gan to fuffi#. fhen a wter bath v&e substituted for the hot 
plate and the mixture was hsated at a temperature Jttst below 
the boHing point of water for about fiir© hours» At th© end 
of that tiffle the aluminum had oeaaed taking up etaiyl ©hlorid#, 
Slid the ethyl #ilorlde bubbled out of th® seroury eBmpe^ ra^ m 
quit® rapidly. After being oooled, the litfuld ws® filtared 
through glass wool iato a Claioen flask and then waa dlatllled 
ili m atioo sphere of iiitrogen at reduced pressur©. fh@ bolllag 
point wm 63V3 nfeen the produot vms distilled through a 
o^d colusa, fhe yield from a number of mnB ranged from S©^  
to 90^  with an average yiald of 68^ . Sa© halogen analyses on 
distillatae from a raimber of different rung varied froa 40*4^  
to 44,^ , An ©ipimolseular mixture of ethylaltamini*® dichloride 
and disthylaluiainuia ^ iloriao requires a halogen value of 4B,4^ . 
Addition of dry ether to -^ le laized ohlorid®® gave th© etherat®s 
whioh boiled at 95»105®/2 sja, 
J?r©jparation of the mised olilorides by the addition ©f 
almainuia ohlorid© to triethylalumiaiiusi was also effected, hut 
it was not as mtisfaotory a method ae th® one given. Hall 
and iJash {14) have prepared the mixed chlorides tliro«gh tha 
reaotlon of aluminua, aluminum oliloride and ethylene* Ijmus 
and aii^ da (15) havs prepared alJ^ laluiainuia ehlorides by a 
proeedurt similar to the ona described here for the prepara­
tion of the mixed ethylaluminum chlorides* 
Preparation of Oiethylaltiainua 0hloride» Except for 
minor changes the method need was essentially that of Hall 
and Naih (14)* The mixture of ethylaluminum chlorides (33*4 g*, 
0*13 sole) and 16.6 g* (0*28 sols) of eodim chloride was 
heated with stirring for for'^  lainutee at a temperature of 
300*. fhe entir® mixture aolidified m it was distilled 
directly tTom. the reaction flagk* (It is more convenient to 
run reaotlon in a Olaisen flatak.) Kie etl^lalumi^a di— 
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ohloj'ide in the residue as a double s^ t with eodluja 
chloride vfeile the diethylaluminuia ohloride distilled out, 
tailing at 58VB to. (yield, 14 g. or 43»3^). The purity ef 
the product was verified by halogen analysis and by etrolution 
of a theoretical quantity of ethane upon hydrolysis, 
Cl-ross© and l%vity Cl6) ln&re reported that dial^ lalusinum 
halides may be prepared in yields up to 94^  witto a purity of 
90 to 95^  by reacting al&yl halides with an aluffiiii^ ffi^ ma^ neeiuffi 
alloy, fhis method of preparation ms not investigated. Di-
etliylaluminum ohloride also was prepared by the addition of 
the theoretioal quantity of aluminum ohloride to triethylalumi-
num, but this method required repeated fractional distillationg 
and w&g not so satisfactory as the method of Hall and Naeh. 
Fractional distillation of the mixed ethylaluminua ohlorides 
was not very satisfactory and gave only a crude separation of 
the chlorides. Addition of ether to diethylaluminuia chloride 
gave the mono-etherate (b.p,, lOO-lOSVS TO.), 
Calcd* for (Ojj|H||)sii^ lCl* Cl^  18«35« sounds 
01, 18.30, 18.32. 
Freparation of ISthylaluminuia Pi chloride, fhis product 
was never obtained in a state of 100^  purity. Ihe purest 
product was obtained by the addition of a slight excess of 
aluaiima ohloride to the mixture of ethylaluminua ohloridest 
the resulting liquid was subjected to several fractional dis-" 
tillationg giving a ooapound of about 9S to 98"^  parity in a 
yield of approxiJaately 50^ , fhe low yield was due chiefly 
to losses Xti the repeated diatillation#. The beillng point 
was appTOxlaately 60V3 
Attempt a t© distill ethylalwminuai diohlorid© from the 
sodiii® ©hloride doubl© salt ^ p. Z2) by adding alafflinua chloride 
aJid heating under a high vamiuu were ungucoessful. Likewise, 
fraotioasl distillation tJxe aixed chlorides wa# ua@atisfao-» 
tory gi¥ing a very poor separation« 
Preparation of Ethylalaalnaia Iodides* e^ prooedure of 
Grignard and Jenkins (10) was followed very closely. Is a 
typical run, ? g. (0*259 g. atom) of aluminu® waa placed in a 
three-necked flask fitted with a mercury-sealed atirrer, a 
condenser and a dropping funnel. The reaction flaek was swept 
out with nlti^ gen and about 5 to 10 co. of the 50 g. (0,32 aole) 
of ethyl iodide wag added. The flask was heated by seane of 
an oil bath ^  7S*. After about ten alntttea of heating at this 
temperature, the reaotion started and it was necessary to re-
ffiove th© oil bath and ©ool the flask with a cold water bath to 
conti^ l the vigorous reaction. After the iRltial reaction had 
subsided, the reiaainder of the ethyl iodide was added dropwise 
with oocasional cooling, (In some experiments it is necessary 
to heat the reaotion during the addition of the regaining ethyl 
iodide beeauae the reaotion stops and it mst be started before 
too large an excess of ethyl iodide is added.) the oil bath 
was returned after all the iodide had been added and the t@B-
perature of the bath was raised slowly to 115® and maintained 
at that teaiperature for one hour. 
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The eontents were oooled and transferred to a Glaia®a 
flask hy means of a sipiion tube and nitrogea pressure* SOB© 
glass %rool was packed into the siphon tube to aet as a filter. 
Diatlllation in an atmosphere of nitrogen gave a elear liquid 
boiling over a range of llC>»170V^ -5 Ja®- yields from a 
large nuaiber of rans ranged from 37 to 40 grass or an average 
Shield of 70%, TiiQ mixed etliylaluminusi iodides oan be fraetion-
ated but the mixture of lodif3.es was used in all the reaetion 
studies. 
Preparation 6f Butylalaainum Iodides. n»Butyl iodide 
(25 g., 0.135 mole) and aluffiinua (2.6 g., 0,10 g. atom) were 
heated Just below the refluxing temperature of butyl iodide. 
After five mirmtes of heating, the reaction started and the 
liquid became yelloir-greea in color. The vigorous reaotlon 
was controlled by coolis^  the reaction flask in an ioe bath. 
The vigorous reaction goon stopped and the color faded to gray. 
The flask was gradually warmed to the refluxing temperature of 
butyl iodide. A hydrocarbon gas was evolved, but no hydrogen 
iodide was liberated. A dark brown liquid remained in the 
reaction flask and gave a color test with Miohler's ketone 
(18), Gheck runs Mere not as satisfactory, so the procedure 
Was ffiodifled to produce the etherates. 
o^ut 10 cc. of jQ«butyl iodide {100 g., 0.544 3®ole) and 
2 cc. of dry ether were refluxed in the presence of alumlimm 
(9.5 g., 0.35 g. atom), and after about five lainutes of heat-
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Ing, the reaction started, fhe initial vigoroue reaotion was 
eontrolled by oooling the reaction flask in an io@ bath, fhe 
r^ aining butyl iodide was added dropwig®. Oooasionally, the 
reaotioa stopped and it was neoQssary to add dry ether and 
was® th© reaction flask to start it. After all the butyl 
iodid® had been added, additional ether was added and th@ 
solution was refluxed for tvo hours. The graylsh-^ brown 
liquid was filtered through glass wool into a 01als®n flask 
and thta distilled in aa atmoephere of nitrogen giving a color-
less distillat®. fhe boiling range vas 100-170®/ 5 »»• and 
the yield waa 45 g. or 34^ . 
grtparation of Mixed Butylaluiainuia gliloride Etheratea* 
A siodlfieation of the method of preparing triatlfeylaluffiinus 
©therates was used (24). Anhydrous alumimias chlorid® (75 g., 
0.55 aole) was added in eiaall amounts by means of & hopper to 
an sther solution of butylsaagnesium chloride (0»5 mole). The 
resotion flasi was cooled in an ioe-^ rater bath during the 
addition of aluiainuffi ehloride. fh© reaction mixture is a 
thick •isoous past# and efficient stirring is required. After 
all the aluainuffl c^ oride had been added, the reaction raixtmre 
was flowed to stand at room teraperature for two hours. Tlie 
excess ether was distilled away and the residue irag distilled 
directly from the reaction flask at reduced pressure (3 mi*) 
in an atmosphere of nitrogen. A Claisen flask was used as the 
receiving vessel and it was iiSEiersed in an ice bath. Liquid 
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began dlfitilling over at a bath teruperature of SO-lOO® ©Jid 
th® bath temperateire was gradually increaged to 200*» The 
aistillation rtqulred about el^ t hours, fh© 1 i#it yellow 
aistlllat© ms redistilled boiling over a range of 100^ 170®/ 
25 ma. The aajor portion of product distilled at lS3-5®/2S a3B„ 
Fraotionatien studies indicated the presence of th© atheratae 
of tri^ n-butylaluuinum, di-n-butylaluminum chloride, n-butyl-
aluBiintao dichlorids and aluminum chloride. G-ilaan and 4pper» 
son (17) haire flhown that the mono-etherate of aluiainus chloride 
can be distilled- The predominating product was n^ butylalumi* 
num diohloride. the yield of th© aixtar© was 65 g. or 57% 
bated upon n-butylalumimim diohloride etherate. 
Preparation of Hienylalualnua Iodides. Leone (11a) has 
deaeribed the preparation of the mixed phenylalumimaa ioaidas 
froia the reaction between aluminum and iodobenaene in the 
presence of ether. The presence of the etheratea waa found 
to b© objeotionabl© in later reactions, so the proeedur© a^s 
modified slightly to produce the ether-free compounds. About 
10 g. of iodobenzene ms added to 7 g. (0.259 g. atom) of 
aluminum ooatainsd in a thr©e-necked flask isrhich had been swept 
out with dry nitrogen, fli© flasic vas heated with a hot plate 
and th© re?sction started very soon after th@ iodobenz^ ne coa-
meneed to reflux. fh@ remainder of the iodobenzsne (0.4 sole) 
was added dropwise at a sufficient rate to keep the reaction 
goii3g. It is generally necessary to continue the heating and 
keep th® iodobenzene near ita reflux temperatare. At times 
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j»©aotl0a aay %BQ<me riolmt and th© heat smst b© reaoved 
and ia mre eases a ooollRg bath miBt be «®ployed. After all 
th® iotob#iii5@iite had been added, the reaetion mlxtur® was heated 
by m metal bath whleh was maintained at a tea|3sratu.re of 1^ * 
300® for «ix hours, fhe reafultlng produot was a dar& bitJim 
viseous past© whioh solidified to a stiolsy solid mpoa being 
oool#d+ It was solable iia benzene, toluene and xylene mad 
iasolubl® in petroleua ether, fhe mixture of phe®^ lalm©lna® 
Iodide# was not purified, but was used direotly la reaetioii 
gtudie®, la aoa© experlisents the aroiaati© hydrooar^ a sola* 
tioas of the mixed phenylalumlna® iodides were filtered 
through glass wool before adding a reaotant. fhe prepairmtlon 
of phenyialumlmia iodides is sore oomrenlent is «saller ruiit. 
A 0,1 mole or 0,3 i^ le run is very e&tisfaetory and only 
quires 1-2 hours of heating after all the iodobenzene has beea 
added, 
i^ ep&ration of ^ golylaluaimna Diehloride, fhe proeedure 
is similar to the meiaiod which Q-roase and Mavlty CIS) used in 
the preparation of phenylalusiniiia dibroaide and dlohloride. 
Aluaiistisi ehlorlde (6.? g., 0,051 laole) was added slowly by 
means of a lK>pper to a 30-lene solution of trl-^ t^olylalumlnusi 
<0,0254 TOle) whieh had been prepared fro® di-jg-'tolylffleroury 
and alufflinua (31). The aluialnua chloride dissolved and gave 
a dark brown colored solution. After aluminas «stiloride 
had all been added, the solution was warraed for thirty aimites. 
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yfhm mXrmtM l^an seylene wer& desired in later reaetlons, 
th© j-to34rlaliiiiimai diehlofide was prepared ia atylen® a©2,utioii, 
and tfe© xylen© wm rssoired hj dlBtiliatioB at radaoed pressure 
la an ®tso®ph®re of sitrogea. fhe desired eolvsnt was then 
added* 
Mi@#elian0QUg Attempted Pr®g&ratioii@ of OrRactoaXumlaam 
galidts* Bifii reaotlons between altisima aM the follewiag 
fealldes ir®r# im-®stigatedJ ©thylene broKide# a-propyl 
ids, ja-biatyl ©hioride, a»-biityl broald#, olilorobeagen® and 
broraob©ii2@iit* fli© only eiMiouragliig regult was obtala®d with 
broi^ b©n2en«, The reaotion started after th© additions &f @m 
i©di»® grystai, l:ait it soon slowed doim and gav# an in^ splet® 
reaotlGR* A weak «solor test was obtained. fh@ other Imlides 
with the ©xeeptlon of oliloi^ benzeiie eTOlyed hydrogen halid© 
when they were reflwxed in the presence of aluaiaiim. ledlae, 
@iaier» aluainaa ebloride and several oi^ noaluBtiatuat eoapomnds 
¥ere used as catalysts without suoceest OKLoirebeiiaen® did not 
reaot witJi alttalraaa at the refluxing teisperatur© of «^ ler©» 
benzene, Eesetlom occurred in a sealed tube at 350*, bat 
hydrogen etaoride wag eTolTed and only a tar mm obtained, 
Etitetloise of Mixed Oy^ anQalaaitma CoapoaBda 
fh© staaadard apparatus ooaeioted of a three-neeked flaek 
eqttipped wi^  a eoadenaer, a mercury-sealed stirrer aM either 
a <»B^ ppiiig fuBttel or a hopper. All reftotions were earried out 
1» an ataosphere of dry nitrogen. A aole of the mixed organo-
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alaiBlratt® hsdiaeg sigulfies RaAlaXa and not tli® averag© molee-
ul&r wei^ t of the two oonstituente H3AIK and 
C^ lor ?#gt with Mioh3.er*8 Ketone, 1?h@ pi*ooedur@ ©f 
011aan and Marple (31) was followed wMc^  oonsisted of tJie 
addition of a 2 00. saaple ©f an orgaaoalusilBum halide to 
2 cc* of a solution of MloM-er's ketone in benzen®. fhe 
tab# ms stoppered and allowed to stand over a definite 
iod of time and tli®R hydrolyasA by the addition of SOf ©thanol. 
SeTersl di^ pe of a 0.3^  solution of iodlns in glaolal ae®tle 
aold were added and a greenlsh?»bl«e ©olor appeared If th© test 
was positive. AH of the oi^ anoalufflinuffi halidta gave & posi­
tive eolor test if allowed to stand in oontaot with Hiohler*® 
ketone for thirty simtes before hydrolysis* The alkylaltmi-
naia halites gave ® weak test after standing fiv# rainates be-
fort hydKslysli and a strong test after standing fifteen 
fflimtes before hydrolysle# A B ec. sample of a 0,8 molar 
xyl#n« solution of the alxed e'Qiylaluslnaffi Iodides gave a 
faint test after standing five ©inwtes, a better test after 
t«n minutes and a strong positive test after standing fifteen 
mlimteg before hydrolysla. Xylene solutions of arylaluajintiK 
halides required fifteen mirajtes of oontsot for a ireak test 
and thirty Kinatea of contact for a strong test. AXl of the 
organoaluainiiffi halides gave positive oolor teste ifhen warned 
for five minutes with Miohler's ketone before hydrolysis. 
Bengonltrlle and Phenylalumliata Xodldes. A acylene solu-
tion of 30,6 g. (0,3 ®ole) of benzonitrlle was added dropwise 
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to a xylene solution of the mixed phenylaluislima iodides whieh 
had been prepared from 40»0 g. (O.s mole} ©f lodobenzen© and 
3.?8 g. (0,14 g, atom) of alurainuffi (p. 36). fhe ool©r test 
was ©nly sligiitly poiiti^ e after thirty minutes of reflaxii^ , 
and it wag negative after oae hour of refluxlng. Bit roi:K:t»re 
was refluxed for an additional fiv© hours and then eooled to 
room temperature. It '#a0 hydrolyzed by i^ uriiig int© a nixture 
of iee and hydr©elilorie acid, mixture ms filtered aud 
the residue was boiled with dilute hydrocJilorie acid, fhe 
acid solution w&e filtered and the residue was washed vlth 
xylene lAleh left only 1.6 g. of resinous aaterlsa* All the 
filtrates were ©oabined, and the xylene layer was separated 
and washed wUdi dilute sodium carbonate solution and water* 
The 3Kylene solution %ras dried over godiura sulfate and then 
subjaetsd to distillation, fifteen grassa (7S^ ) &t usreeeted 
benzoaitrile was reeovered. Three grass of m oily residue 
wa# left which was distilled at 3 J®, pressure yieldiiig B g. 
0f diatillate whioh was identified as blphenyi (mixed ©.p., 
60*)• fhe residue from the distillation was treated with hydrox-
ylamlne hydr©ehlo2?ld@, and after several reorystalllgatlone, 
0.8 g* of benaophenoae oxime was obtained (mixed a.p., 139-40®). 
fhig eorrespoads t© a yield of bensopheaone. there was no 
indlsatlon that a ^ iedel»0raft@ reaction had ooeurred since 
a© traoes of phei^ l xylyl ketones could be detected* A fVledel-
Grafts rtaotlon wald involve xylene rather than any benzene 
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which might toe formed from the eracking of xylene, 
Bgnaonitrile and Bthylaluiaimim Io4id@E« A xylene solution 
©f bensottitrile (15.5 g., 0»15 mole) asd th© sixed ethylalumi-
Bum iodides (36.1 g., 0,05 mole} was refluxed for six hours* 
A 90^  r@eo¥®ry of benzonitrile ms obtained together with a 
small mount <3f resiaous material. Ko traee of propiophenone 
eould be 4®te©tea. 
Sart^ oaatien of IthrlaluMimia loaideg* Dir oarbon dioxide 
gag was bubbled into a boiling sylene solution of ths mixed 
ethylaliMiimm iodidet for 14 hours, fhe oolor test was positiv® 
aft^ r t®n hours of refluxing, but negative at the tnd of twelve 
hours of refluxlE®. Ho acid was isolated, but soae resinous 
material was fomed. likewise, earbonation of the mixed butyl-
alualnus iodide ethorates (p. 34) was unsuccessful la boiling 
xylene. 
Oarbo nation o f RienylaliMlnum lodi dig 8. carbon dioxide 
gas was bubbled Into a refluxlng benzene solution of the mixed 
phecylaluainum iodides for twelve hours, color test wae 
negative after ten hours of refluxlng, but no aoid wag isolated. 
Eeglnoua material a with a strung phenolic odor iirere obtained. 
Ketones and Or^ anoalumlniua Halides. heone (lib) has r@^  
ported that organoaltiffiif»i® halldes oondense ketones very readily, 
fhis has been eonfirmed using a,o®tone, propiophenone and benso-
phtnone with a mixture of ethylaluslnus iodides, fhe aixed 
phenylalumlnua iodldee also oondeneed aoetono and propiophenone. 
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Iwit a benzene solution of benaophenone and th» slx©d pheayl-
alwaima io<liaeB aid not react at roo® ten^ perature and an 88^  
i?«ooT®iT benzoi^ enon® waa realized. 
B®agophenoa<»>AlijUilnua Chloride Qoaplex and Omanoaluminiaa 
lodidea* Kie benzopheaone-aluiaimiiB ohloride eoaplex wa« pre-* 
par@d by addict small mountz of alualnuia ohlorid® {7.35 g., 
O.05S Kole) to a oooled benzene solution {50 oo.) of 0.0 g* 
(0.054 mol©) of btniophenone. A benzene eolmtion of th© sixed 
ethylaluminttB iodides (13.1 g,, 0.035 sole) was added, and the 
islxture was warned Just below reflux for one hour. Hydrolygis 
Was effeoted by slowly pouring the reaotlon mixture into an 
io^ hydroehloric aoid mixture, fhe benxene layer was separated, 
washed with sodiu® bisulfite aolution to remove free iodine 
and then dy^ led o"rer oaloium ohloride. fhe benzene was dis­
tilled away and the crude benzophenone was reoj^stallised from 
petroleum ether Cb.p., 6O-60®) giving a 9^  reoovery# A aixed 
aeltliac point with m authentic sample of beazophenone was not 
depressed# 
freatiHent of the bengophenone-aluaiinuffi chloride eomplex 
<0.025 ©ole) with a alight exoess of the mixed pheaylaluaimw 
iodide® (prepared from 12.2 g. of iodobeiizene and 1.08 g. of 
aluainum) in benzene aolution left a tarir residue after hy* 
drolysia and evapo^ tion of the benaene, so the benEophenoae 
was isolated by difitlllation of the tar at reduced pressure. 
5he fraetion boiling at 165»17SVlS mm, was eolleoted as 
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benzopheneii®. a#ery stall IzatIon gave 4 g. of pure p^ sduet or 
a reeovei^  ©f bensophenon© which vas identified by a mixed 
meltijn® point, 
AeetophenoQ#»Aluffiiauffl (Siloride Ooaplex and OmaimalaiainaB 
X©dide8» fo th# isoaplex, prepared by the addition ©f alaaiauia 
chloride (14*? g,, 0*11 mole) to a benzene solution of 13 g. 
(0.10 ml@) of aoetophenone, me added slowly 36.1 g. (0,05 
mole) of the siixed ethylalusimm iodides* fhe mixture was 
heated to reflux, allowed to cool, and was then hydrolysed by 
potiring into an ioe-hydrochloric acid mixture, fh® benaene 
layer was separated and the aqueoue layer vas extraeted witli 
ether, fhe etoer extracts were ooabined with the benasne 
layer, and the solution was waited with dilute alkali, dilmte 
sodiuia thiosiilfate and vater. It was dried over sodium sulfate 
and distilled, Hiae grams or a 7&^  reooTe^  of acetophenone 
(b.p», 198~203®) was obtained. It was oharaeterized by conver­
sion to the seisieaibaaone (mixed ®.p., 198*). 
fhe aoetophenoae-aluialnuE ohlorid# ooffiplex was also pre­
pared fro® bensene, aoetic anhydride (25.5 g., 0.35 laole) and 
aluMiraim chloride (80 g., 0.6 mole) in a typical Friedel-
Grafts acylation, fo this complex was added an excess of the 
mixed ettoylalminua iodides, and the mixture wms warmed Just 
below reflux for one hour. It was hydrolyged and wx^ ed up in 
the eustomary manner, and a 52^  yield of aoetophenone was 
obtained. 
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freataent ©f the aoetophenoaeN-alumliipB dHorlde ©omplex 
(0»0S EtQle) with m ^oess of th© mixed phenylalufflinuis ioaides 
(prepared from 18,4 g. 0f loaohenzen# and 1.6 g. of alumlimai) 
in benEtne solution, using the same eonditlons m deao^ lbed 
for the ffiixed etiiylaluminaii iodides, gave a 64^  T&e<ir&Tf of 
ao®toph©iion«» 
MetephemagNNAl'aaimma cailoride goaplez and StfaylalualaiaiB 
Chloi>ides. An mQmm of the alx»4 ethylaliislnua ehlorldes 
C?*4 g., 0.03 mlm} (p» 30) was add®d t# an aeetophenone-alusi-
nua ohlorids eomplex (0.05 mole) Tsrhicii had been prepared by 
the addition of 8 g. (0.06 laole) of aluiainiam chloride to a 
hmzmm iwalution of 6 g. (0.05 laole) of aeetophenone. fhe re-
ftotioa was is©3?ked up by the eaiae prooedure that was employed 
In the preoedli^  experiaents. A 65^  peooTe3?y of fteetophenoae 
(b.p., 108-303*) was realized. It tras identified by ooufereion 
t© the semloarbazoae (mixed st.p., 198®). fhe same reaction ms 
run at 0' and an a^ ecovei^  of aoetophenone iras obtained. 
?it?pi0Pheaorie«*Maaimua Chloride Complex and EthylalaaintaB 
Iodides. M exoesa of the mixed ethylaluminuta iodides (IS.? g., 
0.03 ©ole) was added to a propiophenoae-alUMlmim ohloride eo®» 
plex (0.05 i^ le) wMoh had been prepared by the addition of 
8 g, (0.06 HKJle) ©f alumlnam cdiloride to a benzene solution of 
6.? g, (0.05 mole) of propiophenone. It was refluxed for one 
hour and then wr&ed up in the usual aanner. fhere resulted 
a 70^  reeovery of propioplhenoiie (b.p., 310^ 219**) iihioh was 
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charaeterlzsd hy treataent with ssiaioarbazla® liyditxsiiloriae to 
give th© eeffliearbazoii© Calxed m*p,, l?;^ *). 
Chloride goMplex and Oamaoalttmimiffi 
iQ^ am* freatient of m aoetone-aliimiatisi ohlorld© mmplm 
<0*034 mole) wltli m ©xoess of the mixed ethyl- or phei^ laluisl-
aum iodides produeed ©hiefly tar, but & 10^  reoovery of acetone 
was obtained in bo^  eases# 
Bengoyl glaloride-AlmBiimffl OM.oride Ooaplex and Ithylaluai* 
mm Xodidee. Aa equivalent aacsaat of aXurnXmrn chloride was 
added slowly by means of a hopper to & csooled benzene solution 
of 14 g. (0.1 ssole) of benzoyl ohloride. fo this was added 
drspwise a eli^ t exoess of the mixed ethylalumirKia iodides 
(2S.7 g., 0»055 aole). The reaction is exothermio and it ie 
nem&B&rf to cool wi-tti a water bath if the organoaluainua com­
pound is added too rapidly. After all the reagent had been 
added, the aiixture was heated slowly aatil the benzene began 
to reflmx. Hydrolysis was effeoted by pouring into ^ n io e— 
hydi^ eliloric aoid mixture. ®a@ benzene layer was separated 
and ooabined with the eMier extraots of the a<jue©us l«^ er. 
After waging with dilute gdksli, sodim bimilfite and water, 
the solution was dried over sodiu® sulfate, and then the ether 
and bensene were distilled away leaving orude propiophenone 
whieh was sonverted to the sefflioarbasone. There was isolated 
10 g. of propiophenone seaioarbazone (mixed s.p., 173-4®) 
oorresponding to a 56*^  yield of propiophenone. 
4r6 •* 
A sllgiit @x0e6s of the mixed ©thylali^ inijm ioflides (28,7 
g., 0.05S mol©) was aMM to a earfeoii disuifide solutloii of the 
hmi^ yl ohloride-aluffllsm ohlorld® eomplsat (0.1 mole), The r®-
aotion was treated In th® sase aanner as In the preasdlng 
exptrlaeat exempt proptophenone ^ &b distilled (b.p», S10« 
318®). yield a®ount8€ to 8,3 g. or 63^ . It was olmraot©r» 
bj oonTerslon to the se mloarbaEom (mixed 173-4®). 
Benzoyl ghl®rld®»»Alu^ lam OMoride OomplQa: and gheayl* 
l^ualnuM loiiaes. A b®az«Ke solution of the benzoyl chloride-
u^almsi ehlorlde simplex (0*05 mole) was ad(i#4 dropwlae to 
an excess of the Mixed phenylaluminuia loclid©® (prepared fro® 
18.4 g. of lodobeagen® and 1.6 g, of altiffiinum) dissol-sfed in 
hmmm., Ki© reastioa mixture was stirred, at rooia teiapei-ature 
for m hour sad then hydrolyaed in the usual nanaer. fhs ben­
zene layer was eombiUQd witii tli# ©th@r extraota of the aqueous 
layer, and cashed with dilute allsall and sodium bisulfite solu­
tion. After drying over ealoium ehlorldt, th© ®>lv®nt yta.B 
remoTsd and the residue was distilled at reduced pressur#. Thtt 
portion boiliiif frora 130-40V® ib®. was eolleoted as bensophe-
noiiff (identified by oxT^ etalllzation and a mixed sjelting poiat 
with an authentlQ ssaiple, a.p., 48®), fhe yield was 6 g. or 
i&U 
UsiiOg oarbon dieulfide as the reaction raedim, a 72^  
yield of ben20|^ enoae was realized from the benzoyl ohloride-
aluainuw ohlorid® somplex (0,05 saole). 
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beaaoyl slixqf3.ag-»aluainma chlorigfe domples: and p-jgolyl-' 
alagtlnttm Mofaloride. A xylene aolutlon oS tin® beazoyl ehloria®-
aluffiloam chlorld© complex (0.05 mole) vrae sM©d to & xyl«ne 
aolutlon of a slight excess of jg^ tolylalualnua diohlorid# 
whieh had beea prepared from 4.44 g. (0.033 laole) of alusimia 
ohlsrid© and 0.017 sole of tri-^ tolylaluainua (p. 37). the 
mixture was warsed gently for thlr^ mimtea by means of a 
water bath. It was hydrolyzed and washed in the maual maimer. 
After reTOVal of the solvent, the residual liqvld was distilled 
at redttoed pressure. The distillate (b.p., 15G^ 75V2.0 m.) 
orystalllEed yielding 6.5 g. or a 71^  yield of phenyl jg-tolyl 
ketone whieh was identified by a mixed melting point (S2»4®) 
with a known sample. 
Aoetyl Ohloride«>Aluaina3B Chloride Complex and p^ folyl* 
aluminum Piohloride. A xylene solution of the acetyl chloride-
aluainuffi ehloride oomplex, prepared by the addition of an 
equivalent quantity of aluminum chloride to a xylene solution 
of 3.9 g. (0.05 mole) of aoetyl ohloride, was added to a 
xylene solution of a slight excess of ^ tolylaluminua diohlor-
ide which had been prepared from 4,44 g. (0.033 mole) of 
alumihuia chloride and 0.017 mole of tri-^ tolylalUMinum. The 
reaction was perfomed in the same manner as the preeeding 
experiment, fhe distillate was collected over a range of 80-
lOOVlO amounted to 5 g. or a 62^  yield of aethyl 
t^olyl ketone. It was olmracterized by conversion to the 
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gtffllearbaaone (ra.p*, s0a«4®), 
Sengoyl 0113.0^ 14© an^  IthylaluRiinum Iodides, A mixture of 
ethylaluriinm iodides (20*9 g., 0,04 aoXe) vae added dropvlse 
to a stirred solution of benzoyl oliloride (7.75 g., 0,075 mole) 
In benztne. reaction ma quite exothej^ jiioj^  so a water bath 
was used to oool the r®aotion during th® aMltion of the orgaB©» 
aetftllio cofflpownd. After all the a.luminttia ooapoaM had b@eii 
added, th© ewlution wag refluxed for thirty minutes# 'Rao ©on-
tents, after being cooling, vere poured into a mixture of ie© 
and hydraehlorio aold, benzene layer ms separated and 
the aqtieous layer extraoted with ether. ThB oosblned ©3ctraots 
were tfa.0hed i^th dilate sodium bisulfite, dilute alkali and 
water. M'ter dryii^ f over calcium chloride, the solvents wer# 
removed leaving a yellow oil whloh distilled from 300-330®. 
Hediatlllatlon gave 9 g, of propiophenone (b.p., 214-S19®/ 
or a yield. It •^ as ohp.raoterized by oonversion to the 
aeiaisarbasoae followed by a ralx^ d laelting polat with a known 
sajisple (ffi.p*, 173-4®). 
Using Garhon disulfide as the reaction mediua, an 85^  
yield of proplophenone was obtained fro® 13.5 g. (0.096 sole) 
of benzoyl olilorid©, fhe reaction mixture was hydrolyzed and 
the product was Isolated by crystalllEation instead of distil­
lation. After the oarbon disulfid© had been removed* petroleu® 
ether (b.p., 90-115®) was added to the oil, and upon cooling 
the propiophenone cryst«d.liJ5ed. The crystals were suoked dry 
of solvent by means of a filter stick leaving 9 g. of ketone. 
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T&® «rae treated with s^ lcarbazide hydroehloride and 
an addltlomd. 8 g. of propiophenoa® was isolated a« the 
©aj^ azon© aakli^  & total yi@ld of 11 g. or 85^ . 
ygiag tetraehloroethane as the reaction mediim, and add­
ing beassoyl chloride (3,5 g., 0.035 mole) to a benzene solution 
of the iiiiced ©thylaluaintia iodides (6.8 g., 0.013 sol®), gave 
a 54^  yield ©f propiophenone (isolated as the sealeartoazone)• 
When petroleim ether (b.p., 90^ 115®) was need as the re* 
action medium trnder the ease oonditione as in the previous 
experiment, a 40> yield of propiophenone me isolated as the 
eeiilearbagoRe fros 3.5 g. (0.0S5 S8>ie) of benzoyl ciiloride. 
tfaiisg ether as the solvent under the ease ooMitions as 
in the preeeding two experiment a, gave no proplopheiaone, a 
sfflall anomnt of ethyl benzoate, 4 g, ©f benzole aoid and about 
0.3 g. of a,a«dlbensoylethaae (m.p., 84®) i&ioh was oharaoter-
IzeA by eonversion to 3,5-dlphenyl-4-methylpyraaole (a.p., 233®) 
wl^  hyds^ zin© hydrate. 
Reaetlons using nitrobenzene as the solvent were not at* 
tempted &ie to the vlgroroue reaction between nitrobenzene and 
the oi^ anoaluainam iodides. 
Benzoyl ghloride and jPhenylalualnuai Iodides, fo a xylene 
solution of the mixed phenylslujainum iodides* which had been 
prepared from 15 g. (0,074 aole) of iodobenzene and 1.3S g. 
(0*05 g» atom) of aluminum, was added 5.3 g. (0,038 mole) of 
benzoyl chloride. The solution was refluxed for one hour. 
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alloirsd to ecjQl, and was thea hydrolyzed fey poapiHg Into an 
loe»h^ diH3©iil0t»if! aeid mixtur®» xylene layer was ©©parated 
Slid washed yrlth dilute sodium oartoonate, dilut© sodimffi bisal-' 
fite and water. Bi® xyl©n® was dried over eodlus sulfate and 
thea distilled away leaving a yellow-^ tolaok oil whloli if&e oon-
v©rt©d to an oxlm© by means of hydroxylaaiao hydrooiiloride. 
fke oxia# did not deproee the meltiag point of a knoim saiepl® 
of benzophenoa® oxiae (a.p., 138*41®)» a® yield of oxis© was 
3.S g. or 47.5#, 
Beazoyl ®3tlorid@ and Trlpheiaylalucinaa. fripiieaylalttisiiium 
was prepared In xylen© solution fih)® aluslnum and diplienylatr-
Qury ateoordlng to the direotions of G^ ilm&n and ilarpl© (31). 
fwenty-oa© gra^ s (O.IS mole) of bmizoyl ohlorlde was added 
dropwlte to a xyl®n@ solutioc of trlphenylaluminuia (0.05 mole). 
!Sh« solution wag refluxed for one hour, allowed to cool a»d 
then hydrolyj-^ ed by pouring into an io®*i^ droohlorie acid aix» 
tur®. fh« jcylene layer ^ as separated and washed »ith dilute 
godlwm oarlsoamte solvation and water, fh© 3qrl©n® was dried 
over sodiua ralfste and then distilled away. Th® residual oil 
finally oryetalllaed upon standing in the io© h&x fmp several 
days. It was very impure, so it was suhjeetod to stem distil­
lation. fh® ©11 layer in the dlstillato was aepamtsd, dls*-
solvtd in «ther, dried ovor aodiua sulfate and dlatllled. 
portion boiling at 155-*16S®/2-0 orystalliaed and was identi­
fied as bensoii^ enon® by a mixed melting point (47'HS^ ), fhe 
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arield waa 10 g. or 36.based on benzoyl ©WLoride, The resid­
ual solid frost tke steam distillation was reorystallized froa 
alQOliol and melted at 161®« It showed no d@pr@®®ion with a 
knom sample of trljifeenyloarbinol. The yield was 1.5 g. or 
11,5^. 
Benzoyl Gbloride and Diethylaluffiiimm Chloride. Fourteen 
gra»8 Co.10 ®ol«) of bensoyl chloride was added dropwise to 
6»13 g. (0 ,05 ^ le) of diethylaluminus eliloride {p» 31) dis* 
solTed in 50 so* of benzene* fhe solution ^ as refluxed for 
one hour, allowed to oool, and then hydrolyzed by pourli^  into 
an los-hydroehlori© aoid mixture, fhe benzene layer wat separ.-
ated and wasiied with dilute sodium ©ajrtKjnate aolutloa and 
water. It was dried over sodium sulfate and distilled, e^ 
portion boiling at glO-3lS* was collected as propiophenone. 
It was Identified convereion to the semioarbasoae (mixed 
a.p.# 173*)» The yield was 9 g., or 67^  based on benzoyl 
ohloride idiloh Indicated both ethyl groups in dletaiylaluminu® 
chloride reacted to eom© extent. There was no evidence of the 
formation of diethyljtoenyloarbinol. 
Benzoyl ghloride and Ithylaluainum Mohloride*'^ dium 
ghloride Double itelt.  ^a benzene suspenaion of 9.5 g. 
Co.OS aole) ®f the etSiylaluminaa diohloride^ sodiuffi chloride 
double salt tp. 31) i^ g added 7 g* (0.05 mole) of benzoyl 
ohloride. 'Sae mixture was refluxed for one hour, eooled and 
then li^ drolysed in the usual aanner. e^ benzene layer was 
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wi^ ed up in exaotlj tti© erne a^ ner as ia tfe® previomsi exp©r»-
isent, I&e saouat of residual oil was so email that it ms 
treated with s^ icarbazlAe liydrot^ loride and the propiophenoue 
was isolated as the eemioarbazone (mixed a.p,, 173®), Bie 
yield of s^ ioarhmzone was 1.9 g. which oorrei^ ponds to a 30^  
yield of propiopheiione. l^elow yield is probably due to the 
insolubility of the eosplex. 
Beiigoyl Ohloride and pofolylaluainujEB Mehloride* Benzoyl 
chloride (7 g., 0,05 mole) was added to a xylene solution of a 
slight exeess of ^ tolylaluminuai dichloride whic^  had been 
prepared fro® 4,44 g, (0.033 aole) of alusjinuia t^ oride and 
0,017 mole of tri-j^ tolylalurainuia, fhe mixture «as waraed 
glightly and then allowed to stand at room t^ perature for 
two hours. After hydrolysis, the xylite layer was sepamted 
and waj^ ed with dilute sodium carbonate eolutioa aM water, 
fhe xylene solution was dried over sodium eulfate and dis­
tilled, ®ie portion boiling from 160*BO*/lO-15 vm, amounted 
to 8 g„ and redistillation at 157*8V® ibb. gave 5.5 g. or a 
yield of phenyl jg-tolyl ketone whieai was identified by a 
fflixed aelting point with an authentic speoiaen (a.p., 53-5®), 
Ueing the aaaie procedure in petroleum ether (b.p., SO­
US®) ®3lutioii, a yield of phenyl ^ tolyl feetone was 
realized, fher© was considerable tar foraed in this reao-
tion. 
Benzoyl Iodide and Huenylalumiama Iodides. Benzoyl 
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iodid# (41) was prepared by passing day hydrogen lodid® ov®r 
70 g. Co.5 mole) of benaoyl ohlorlde over a period of seven 
h0wrs» Sie prodmot waa distilled slowly at redueed pres^ ir® 
(b,p*, 94-6VS raaa. ). Iodine was removed froa the pro^ ot by 
sh&lEtr^  ¥l1& ©eroury and rsdistilling just before using. Th& 
yield was lOS-llO g. or 
fo a sli^ it ©xoesa of tlie mixed phenylalaiaiausi iodidss 
(prepared from 18.4 g. of iodobenzene and 1.6 f, of aluffiliatffi} 
in petroleum ©ther (b.p,, 90«115®) was added 11.6 g. {O.OS mole) 
of benzoyl Iodide. Tiie mixture was stirred for two hours at 
rooa t^ peratur® and then liydrolyzed by pouring into m io&* 
l^ droeltlorio sold raisture. The petroleum ether laysr was oo®-
bined wife the ©iSier extracts of aqueous layer and then 
wa^ ed witSi dilute sodium oarbonat® solution, dilute sodiua 
bisulfits solution afA. water, flie ather-pstrolowii ether layer 
was steam distilled leaving a residual tar idiioli was vaouuia 
distilled. ThB distillate crystallized and did not depress 
the maltir^  point of a known saraple of benzophenone (atxsd 
a.p., fhe yield of benzophenone was 3 g» or ZZ%, A 
eonaidsrable amount of tar was left in the distilliK^  flask. 
Bensoyl ohloride, under the identicel oori^ itlons ^ aaployed 
in the previous esperiasnt with benzoyl iodide, gave only a 
(41) Mr, <1. f. Kelson kindly fumisliad the directions for tlis 
preparation of benzoyl iodide. His prooedure was esses-
tis^ ly tlie eaa© as 3taudinger*s. Staudinger and Anthes, 
Bar., 46, 1433 (1913). 
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at bensophenona, 
Befizeyl I<»dlAe gtna Ethylaluaiiimusi loaidee. to a sli^ t 
txeess ©f tlie alicst etlxirialaiiimia iodides (13 g., 0,035 TOI#) 
disis^ lved iii hmzem was aMed dropwls® 10 g, {0,043 moi#) of 
benzoyl ioaide, fh© flask was eoolad wltSi a wstt©!* bath 
tk® aMltloa, aM ifetn it was allowed to stand at rmm 
tup© for tw© bours befor® Ityaiolysis. Ths hmzBn@ la^ J^? was 
g©p«irat@€ afid eoabined with the ethey extraots of tli® a<p©©tt8 
lai'»3?. fhe <^ iablned extpaots wej?© waafeed witb dilute m^ um 
earbonatfe, dilute iKjditm bisulfite aoid watei** Bie @dl7@xits 
w#re rtiaeved by distillation and an alcohol-watea? ml»:tu3?e was 
added to the fesldual oil. Upon coolli^ , laost of the propio*-
phBmm precipitated. The aother liguor was ®iek©d away with 
a fUter gtiek m& treated with sesiioarbagld® hydr^oMoride to 
mmert the rmsdnlti^  propiophenone to the seiEisarbazon©. ®ie 
total jield of ppoplophenone was 95.4^ . 
Reastlon in etJier solution, using the sarae proeedjire, pa?o-
dtieed considerable ether oleavage with the fonation of et3iyl 
besasoat®. Some uiix»ea0ted benzoyl iodide was reoovered as ben* 
sols aoid (2,6 g. fi*os 0.043 ©ole or 49.5#) ®M a smi^ l aTOsunt 
of 3,^ aib®nsoylethitne was formed whi<^  wae identified by a 
mixed aelting point (ffi.p., 84®). 
Aoetyl Chloride m& p-fol^laluffiimta Mchloride.  ^a 
xyl&nB solution of a slight excess of j^ tolylalusiraas diehlor-
idfi K^ eh had been prepared from 4,44 g. (0,033 sole) of aluial-
num ohloride iwid 0.017 mol& of tri-^ tolylaluKlnu© wa# added 
3.93 g. (0.05 SKilt) of acetyl chloride, fhe Bixture was allowed 
t© stan<a at room temperature for tm hours and was then feyfir©» 
lysei by pouring into an loe*hydroolilono acid mixture, fhe 
sqrlen® wm dlistilled away and the residual oil was mcuu® dis^  
tilled. The portion boilir^  froia BQ-'l(Xi**/10 ran. was collected 
as metiiyl ^ tolyl ketori®. 2t was eharfficterized toy oonvsrsion 
to the s^ aicarbaisoiie Csa.p., 202-4®). fhe yield was 7^ . 
•toetic Anhydride and Etliylalufflinoffl (liloridea. Acetic 
anhydrid® ClO.2 g., 0,1 sole) was added slowly to a laz^ ® ex­
cess of itis ffiixed athylaluainum chlorides {2f.3 g», 0,11 mle) 
in bens#a© isslution. The fixture was heated until the henzem 
0O^ 8»c«d to reflux. It was tiien cooled and hydrclyzed in tlx® 
customary maimer, fhe beiizene layer was separated, dried over 
BQ&lum ®ilfat0 and distilled from a &llnefey oolusia. fh© various 
fractions wer# treated witai et^ icarbazide hydiroohloridc, and 
the ]£@tom was ©orwerted to the scaicarbazone. The aqueous 
l^ er was neutralized and also distilled fjfom & (Jlinsky eolsmn. 
fh@ fractions were treated with semicarbaEid® reagent, and th® 
total yield of the aemicarbazone was 5.1 g. whi<^  c©rr«sp©nd©d 
to a 39.5^  yield of aethyl ©thyl ketone, fhere was no deprc®-' 
gion of th© meltiii: point with a known aasple of th® 8@!Blca3i4>a-
mm of aethyl ethyl keton# 13S®). 
Bensoic Anhydrid® and Ethyl&luminug Iodides. A bensen# 
solution of benzoic anhydride {11.3 g., O.OS mole) was add®d 
dropwise to a bensene solution of tfc© mixed ©thylalujainu® 
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iodides (39,1 g*, 0.075 aol©). fhe mixture was heated until 
thd benzene began to reflux, and then it was allowed to oool. 
It was hfdrolyzed in the usual manner, bensen# layer was 
separated and ooabiaed with the etlier extraets of the a^ eous 
layer. 'Sie eombined extracts were wasl^ ied with dilute 80dl«m 
bisulfite* dilute aodius csax^ onate and water. Aoidification 
of th© ©odium oarbonat® washings gave 6 g. of benzoic aoid. 
fh® solvents were rtmeved f3?om the ben2en$~eth©r extracts 
and th© rgsidual oil iras distilled, distillate, lH>iXis^  
at 3l0»gl8®, asiomated to 6 g. or a 45^  yield of propiophenoae 
based on both oartoonyl groups of benzol© aiihydrlde. It was 
©haraoterized by oonversion to the sesiiioarbazon# (a.p., 173-
Bsaggn©sulfonyl C5ilQrid® and Ithylaluiaiauffl Iodides* Fif­
teen graias {O»085 i^ ls) of benaenesulfoi^ l oJjloride ms addsd 
dropifls© to a bens@ne solution of the mixed a^ iylalumimm 
iodidss (15.6 g., 0.03 sole), fhe reaction ms exotfeanaio and 
a coolij^  bath was us®d durlr® the addition, fhe red-blacsk 
oolored solution was stirred overnight and then hydi^ lyzed Im 
thB usual mmm^ * fhe benaene layer was separated and washed 
wi-Sa dilute aljkali and water, fh© solution was dried over 
sodiua SI If ate, and the benzene was distilled away leaving an 
oil whieh crystallized on prolonged standing, fhe ci^ stals 
were very impure as the melting point ua.s 35-'40®. Eepeated 
orystalliaatioas from a benuene-petroleum ether aixture gave 
3 g. of a sulfur ooaipound %fcioh melted at 61® and did not 
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depress m© melting point of a sampl# of aiphesiyl disul­
fide, fhe @xpe0ted sulfone (m.p., 43**) eould not b© isolated. 
fli# sixiid ©tJiylaXusiiman iodides aM ^tolue»@sulfonyl 
shlorids# under the smB oonditiong, g&re m oil ^ icli ofgrstal-
lized on standing* fixe melting point ranged froia 46-50^ . Re­
peated cryetalllzations from a bensene-petrolmia etliar (b .p,, 
mixture ga*e 1 g. of a sulfur ooapound ^ ieh melted at 
69-71®, and is as yet unidentified. The ejcpeoted gulfon® aelts 
at 56®, It is very likely that a shorter reaotlon period would 
faTor the fonaation of sulfones in "bolti reaetions. 
Oarbon fatrae^ oride m& Benz&m in t!i© Presonoe of Ethfl* 
almilnm ghloridea. To a aixture of 30 g. (0.35 laol©) of dry 
b®ji2en@ and 7,7 g. (0,05 laol©) of oarbon tetrachloride, con­
tained in a SOO CO. 3:^ und bottom tlmk provided Mith a roflux 
oondenserj, was ®<Med 6,2 g, (0,035 aole) of the mixed ethyl-
aluaimia ohloridee throu^  the condenser from a dropping 
fuan^ , fhs reflux oondsnser outlet contained a t^ -^holed 
stopper whieh held the dropping funnel and a oaloium ohloride 
tube, fhe flask ms kept in an ice-water bath during the drop-
wise addition of tlie o rganometallio oocjpound, and the bath 
Maa not removed after tho addition was ooaplete but was al-
losred to gradually warn up <&irlng a period of twonty-four 
hours. At the end of this tirae, 10 oo, of dry otSier was 
added and the aixtur© was allowed to stand for an additional 
twenty-four hours. It was then hydrolyzed by pouring into 
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an lo^ hj'droohloido sold mixture wMoh contained S ee« of add 
and 50 g, of ice, Sev^ ity cubic centimeter's of benseae was 
added aM th© solution was refluxed for ten miautes. It was 
allowed to cool to 50*^  and tlie bonsiene layer was separated 
and washed with warn vater •^ idb contained a ssall aroouut of 
hydroohloric acid. The benzene was emixjrated and the rofidm&l 
©olid ytwis reo:ryfitallised from aloohol. The melting point of a 
kno^  saaple of tri;'>henylsethan0 tms not depressed Caixed 
92®). fhe yl^ d was 35^ . 
Bie saffie reaotion using the mixed phenylaluisinttm iodides 
gm@ no triph#nylaethane. Likewise, no triphenyliaethane was 
obtained using tidethylaluiainua as the oondenelng agent. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESOLfS 
Oi^ aaoaluiiiauia halifies are most coavenleatly prepared by 
the iBteraotion of aluminum and organic halldes# Th& 
aftl ^ sfix ^ Ks,KLX + eax». 
reaetion goes t^ ell with most oi-^ aiiic iodides, ^ though a-butyl 
iodide ims a tendency to aplit out hydrogen iodide and fom 
aluaitt^ ia iodide which then reacts with i^ butyl iodia© to gi¥@ 
liyd«3eari3on gases, liquids and a tarry resldme* <lrosae (16) 
likewie® noted a secondary reaction in the preparation of tli® 
mixed n-propylaluiainuia iodides, Praper cooling and eofiij>lete 
ooirering of aetalllo aluiainum with licpid diiainished the 
seoondary reaction and gave the stKed j^ propylalumiima iodides, 
Mdition of ether aide in the prevention of hyd^ g^en iodide 
liberation, but the ©therate is foroed and the ether oannot "be 
reiaoved to yield the ether^ fr©e compound. 
xhe use of orgaiiio bromidee and clalox'ldes is Halted 
at the present time. Orily the jaetliyl arid ethyl bromides and 
eiilorides have yielded organoaluainua oompounda and speeial 
tsciiniques are r^ uired. An autoclave a&y be used, or the 
gaegous alkyl halide amy be paaeed into a heated flask oontain* 
ing guLumlnum and a catalyst, fhe catalyst may be iodine, alliyl 
iodides, aluaimtm ehloi:ld,e or alkylaluiaijsjBi coapounds. An &3^  
cese of Aicyl halide is avoided by passing the gaseous halide 
into the reaction flasK. Th& fact tliat eealed tub® reactions 
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gi*r@ only e@eoMaiy reaotlon products Indicates that an ejceese 
of allqfl halifie stould be avoided. Reflaxlng alkyl ohlorides 
in th© pr ©sense of aluslnm yields only secondary react ion prod­
ucts. 
The tendency to split out hydrogen ciiloride is e^ mi least 
by ©ethyl (florid© and increases witfe chain length until finally 
n-butyl chloride splits out hydrogen chloride with practically 
no heating. However, th© tendency to pull out hydrogen bromide 
froffl allyl broraides in th© presence of ^ duminii® is not se great, 
and sl^ l iodides split out hydrogen iodide to as even lesser 
extent. 
Ithyl b:3^ mid® behaves noraally with iltiminuffi, but reflttx-
ing n-butyl bromide or ethylene bromide in the presence of 
aluainua yields hydrogen bromide and hydrocarbon gases. It is 
veiT likely that the organoaluminum halides eould be prepared 
by psssii^  the gaseous alfeyl bromides over heated aluainua. 
aere is some evidence for the fortaation of the mixed phenyl-
aluaiima broiaides when broaiobenzene is refluxed in the presence 
of aluiiiiaa whi<^  has been catalyzed with iodine. fkB incoiK 
pleteaess of the reaction appears to be due to the low order 
or reactivity of bi^ iK>benz©ne and not to a secondary reaction 
of splitting out hyd«3gen bromide» 
fhe sisEed organoaluminuia hslides may also be prepared by 
the addition of aluiaimis halides to si^ le organoaluiainam coa» 
pounds. A serious disadvantage of this aefbod is the isolation 
of the products since it is necessary to sepamte an equilibrluffi 
ffllsE-feare, Fop this reaeon the reaotioa has little utility in 
the preparation of alkylaluminum halidee. However, It is of 
value la preparing aaiTlaluslnua halldea beoause the equlllhrlu® 
can be oontitsllea to a certain extent since the arylaluminuffi 
halldes are solids and can be precipitated by the proper choloe 
of solvent, fhis reaction is the best method available for 
the preparation of phenyl- and ^ tolylalurainmm dlchlorides. 
OrganoaluBiimim halide etherates are prepared by reaotlng 
alujaiauffi ehloride with Grignard reagents in ether solution, by 
direct reaction of orgenio halides and aliminu© in ether solu­
tion or by adding ether to the ether-free coapounds. Mono-
etherates are fomed and the ether is held so tenaciously that 
it Qmnot be removed to yield the ether-free compainds without 
total deCGapositlon of the carbon-aluoilaum linkages. 
illfeyialttffiliiu® halides are colorless liquids which can be 
distilled in an atmosphere of nitrogen without deeomposition* 
!Ebe mixture of alkylalu®inuai halides which is obtained froa 
the reaction of alufflinus arid alkyl halides can generally be 
separated by fractional distillation or oz^ etalllzation. 
However, the mixed ethylaluminum bromides and chlorides cannot 
be fractionated satisfactorily, and chenloal means are eaployed 
to effect a separation. Malkylalurainum halides can be separ­
ated from alkylaluialnuffi dih^ ldes by adding sodium chloride 
and then distilling, fhe alkylaluminuia dihallde-double salt 
does not distill while the dialisylaluiainuii halide is distlllable 
and oan be obtained In a hlg^  state of purity in this manner. 
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ftrosse Cl6j adds BaAl compounds to the alxture of organoalumi-
mm halldea (RaAlX, SUlXa) i«hicli converts the dlhalide to the 
laoijo-halide •••RaAl > 'MaMX) and then fractionates 
the resulting liquid. A purer diallsjlaluffiinuia halide is ob­
tained by the sodium ehloride double salt method, 
iO-kylaluKinuift dlhalides oannot be regenerated froa their 
sodluai chloride double salts. The only method available for 
the separation of alkylaluaiinuEi dlhalides fros the mixture of 
al^ laluffllnum halldes is the oonversion of the dialkylalumlnua 
hfiilide to the alkylaluainua dlhallde by means of aluiBlnua 
hallde and fraotionatlon of the resulting ll<pid* fhla does 
not give an entirely pure product, but Grosse (16) has found 
that fraotlonsl distillation followed by fraetional ei^ etalliza-
tion Mill yield a pure product. 
All the ifilxed alkylaluiainuEi oompour^ s react violently with 
water and alcohol, fu®e in the air and often ignite spontan­
eously. fhey are soluble in £»3Bt organic solvents wiiSi which 
tiiey do not react. Thn aliqflalumlnuBi dlhalides are less soluble 
than -^ e dlalkylsluainuffl halldes, but the difference la not 
very well marked. 
Arylalualnuffi halldes are solid compounds which cannot be 
easily distilled. The mixed phenirlalurainuia iodides cannot be 
distilled, Mt phenylaluainum dicKLoride and dibroalde are die-
tillable at very low pressures. The arylalurainust halldes are 
soluble in benzene, toluene, xylene and ether, but are almost 
InsKJluble in petroleun ether. They fume in air and react with 
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water aJid alcohol Imt not quite as violently as <lo the all£yl-
aluminum halides. 
t% spears that organoaluminuas halidee ar® eniiowed with 
the same general order of reactivity as the simple organoalual-
tmm ooiapounds* fhe relative reactivity of simple organoaluiainuia 
sospounds Jms been determined by Gilman and Marple (31) who 
found that they are less reactive than organosagnesium and 
-berylliuii oospounds and laore reaotive than organoboron and 
-zino eoapounds» It would be helpful if there were a general 
rule concerning the relative reactivities of eiaple and mixed 
organoaetallio compounds, but a brief review of the literature 
indicates that the order of reactivity depends to a great ex­
tent upon the choice of reagent. 
According to &llaan and Schtilge (42) ali:ylb©ryllium halides 
are genersdly less reactive than dialkylberyllit^  compounds. 
Ho\-fever, in the case of organomagnesiua oospounds, the relative 
reactivities of and MgX corapounds Vary according to the 
reagent ctooeen, Si^ lenk and Schlenfe (43) and also Bartlett and 
Berry (44) consider Ha% and HMgX oompounds to be equally effec­
tive in carbonyl addition reactions. IiJ%X eoapounds have been 
found to be more reactive than R»Mg ooittpounds in reactions with 
valeronitrile (45), dimethyl sulfate (46) and diethyl sulfate (47). 
(43) Q'llsan and Schulze, J. Ghem. Soo.« 2663 (1927). 
(43) Schlenk^ d 3ohlenk« Ser.« 920 (1939). 
(44) Bartlett and Berry. Mm, TJEeaa. Soo., 56. 2683 (1934). 
(45) &il»an and Brown, ibid. . 53. 1181 (l^ SOTT 
(46) Cope, ibid.. 56, 1^ 70 {XB'U)} aiter and Gerhart, ibid.. ^  
107 (1935). 
(47) R. H. Kirby, Master's Thesis, Iowa State Ck>llege (1935), 
p. 30. 
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is reported to be sore reactiv® tlian methyl-
®aga©giiiffl iodide with benaonitrile (47). TriphenylmethyliBag^  
nesim bTOalde ie oai^ onated more readily than ditriphenylraethyl-
aagnesiuB C48). 13i® reaction of diaiethylaagnesiura with ©noliz-
able ketones iiidioates that this substance is less reaotiv© 
toi?ard tha oarbonyl linkage than is metSiylEiagnosium iodide (49), 
EaSd and HOdX oompounds are reported to be ossentlally 
equal in ©ffeotiwi^ ss in the syntliesis of ketones from aoid 
ohlorideg (34). Hienylsserouric ohlorid© reacts with ketene to 
give a twenty per oent yield of aoetophenon©, but there ia none 
of tliis prodjuot isolated with dirhenylraeroui^  (^ )» Reaotloa 
with dipheiiylmeroux^  um reported in tliis paper* but later 
work allowed that the reaction was due to the presenoe of mer-
ourio oliloride as an iiapurlty. 
Siiaple orgajioboroii oompounds u ndorgo addition reactions 
to oarbonyl groups, but only two of the H groups are involved 
under usiml conditions (51). TriphenylgaUiuia and benzoyl ohlor­
id# give a 0ev@nty-nin© per cent yield of benzophenone irtxioh 
indioatoQ tlmt all three phenyl groups react to a certain ex­
tent (58)* The allcyl groups of trialkylgallium eoapound® oan 
be r0mved etepwie® by oleavage **dth water and aeidio roagents 
(53). Tt0 tSleavage of trimethylindlum with water and alcohol 
(48) Bachmann, J. Am, Ghm, Boo,, 52, 4412 (1930). 
(4§) Wrip^ t. ibid.. 61. 1152 <1939tT 
(50) miffian, loiley and Wright, ibid.. 3609 (1933). |51> ©iliaan and Marple. Heo. trav. ohia., 55, 76 (1936). 
(53) and Jonea, j&m. Ohem. ^ o.. W, 9&0 (1940). 
(53) Otnnle and Fatnode. il>id. > 54* 1^ (^1*^ 3). 
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ol©a^ #s only two EJ@tiiyl groups, and dilut® acid is required 
to expel th® third methyl group {54). fh© yield of benzohydrol 
frcai bensaldehyde and triphenylindiua is eighty-three per oent. 
MphenylindiuE iodid® and phenylindlmi di-iodide give benzohy-
drol in yields of sixty-six and nineteen per oent# respeetively 
(55). Simple organothalliua ©oiapounda reaot with oarbonyl com-
poimds, but only om R group is involved and an RaflX ooapound 
ifi a product of the reaction (56). Therefore, siaple cxrgano-
thalliu® compounds are decidedly more reactive than mixed 
oj^ anothalliua ooispouMa. Likewise, simple organoinditaai eoan. 
pounds ai^ ear to be sore reactive than the mixed coapounds, but 
here the difference in reactivity is not so well isarked as in 
the ease of the thalliuia eorapounds. fhe same applies to the 
©i^ anometallic ooi^ ounde of galliiim and boron, and in general 
the simple oi^ anometallic ooapounds of gro«p III metals appear 
to be more reactive than the mixed organometallio compounds. 
However, it is not unlikely that the reactivity mi^ t be 
reversed for some particular reagents. 
In investigation of organoaluminum coapounds reveals that 
the relative reactivity between simple and sixed compounds is 
not very pronounced and that a variation is observed according 
to the choice of reagent. The color teat with Midhler's ketone 
indicates that the simple compounds are eli^ tly more reactive. 
(54) Dennis, Work, Rochow and CSiaiaot, ibid.« 56> 1047 (19S4). 
(55) Unpublished studies in these laboratories by Mr. R. S. 
Jones. 
(56) Gilfflian and Jones, J. Jam. Oheaa. Soc.. 61, 1513 (1939). 
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AUgrlalumlnua halides give a weak test after standing fiv^ e 
miimtes before hj^ rolysls and a strong test after standing 
fifteea mimt&e prior t o hydrolysis. Xiylene i^ lutlons of 
ai^ laluialHtuai haHdea require fifteen miimteg of oontaot with 
MlGhler'e ketone for a weak test and «iirty minutes of contact 
for a strong teat. A two cubic centimeter sample of a two-
tenth molar xylene solution of the mixed ethylalumiHEta iodides 
glares a faint teat after five minutes of contact with Michler*s 
ketone and a strong test after fifteen minutes of contact. 
Xylene solutions of the simple organoalusinuia o<^ ounds give 
a positive color test after five minutes of contact with 
Michler's ketone if l^ e solution is at least one-tenth molar 
with respect to t3ie organo^ uminim compounds (31). 
Refluxlng a xylene solution of benzonltrile and trl-^ g-
tolylalumlnum for two hours gives a seventeen per cent yield 
of phenyl ke'fene (31), while only a two per cent yield 
of benzophenone is obtained when the sixed phenylalumlnua 
iodides are treated with benzonitrile for six hours in boiling 
xylene, fhls small yield does not result from a l^ iedel-
Grafts reaction beoaaise a reaotion of that type would Involve 
the solvent xylene rather than any benzene which mi^ t be 
formed from the cleavage of xylene, i© evidence of phenyl 
xylyl ketones was detected. K© pi^ plophenone can be isolated 
from I2ie reaotion between benzonitrile and the mixed etl^ l-
aluffilnu® iodides; a ninety per cent recovery of benzonitrile 
is realized, fhe rather slow reaction witfc benzonitrile in-
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dieatee a fairly Mgh order of reactivity for organoaluminua 
halldes siuoe it h&B been o^wn that bensKanitrile, in ooffipari-
son with some other funotional groupa, poeaeases a losr order 
of reaetivity to%rard Orlgnard reagents (57). 
Garbonatiott of tri->jg»^ lylaluialnua with solid carbon 
dioxide gives no aoid^  while refluxing an ether solution of 
tri-jj-'tolylaluminim in an atmoapher© of carbon dioxide for 
seven days gives a thirty-^ tPO per cent yield of ^ toluio aeid* 
A forty-four per sent yield of ^tolulo aold is obtained when 
a boiling xylene solution of tri-jg-tolylaluEtinua is treated 
for two hours with gaaeous carbon dioxide (31). fhe oolor 
test 10 still positive after fcaibtaing dry carbon dioxide gas 
into a tK>iling xylene solution of the mixed ethylaluminus 
iodides for ten hours. The color test is negative at the 
end of twelve hours, but no aold oan be isolated. Likewise, 
cas^ onation of the Eiixed phenylaliuainua iodides in boiling 
benzene solution for ten hours gives no asid| only resinous 
prtJducts ^ th a strong phenolic odor are obtained, fhe re­
actions of oj^ anoalumlnuia halides are being investigated fur­
ther by Mr. 4. H. Haubein of these labo^ raitories, and he has 
found that the mixed phenylaluminum iodides give bensoie aeid 
upon ©arbonation. Dry ice and the mixed phenylaltminu® jodlcfes In 
toluene solution give a five per cent yield of benzoic acid« 
Bubbling gaseous carbon dioxide into a boiling benzene solmtion 
(57) Enteaann and Johnson, ibid»« 55, 2900 (1933). 
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Qt tfce Mixed plieuylaluiElauai iodides for tm hc«irs givm a thirty-
five and alx-tenths per cent yield of benaoie aeid. fh^  yields 
of beriEoic aold usiri® toluene and xylene as the eolrent ai^  
forty-flire and six-tenths and forty per sent, respectively. 
fhes© re^ ilts indicate that the mixed oompounde are ae r@a©» 
tife toward oarbon dioxide aa the simple compouMs and erm 
more reaetlTe on the basis of dry ice carbonatlon. It also 
appears that the acids are destroyed upon refluxlng for too 
loi^  a period of tiae. 
Acid ©hloi^ des reaot very readily with orgssioalaEiiaiia 
halidee to give good yields of ketones, the mixed ethylalusil-
aum Iodides and benzoyl chloride give a ninety per cent yield 
of propiophenone in benzene solution and aii ei^ ty-five per 
oent yield in carbon disulfide solution, fhis yield is based 
on the per cent converaion of benzoyl chloride using an excess 
of the of^ aisoaluainuia ©ompound. Refluxing a xylene solution 
of triphenylaluainu® and benzoyl chloride for one hour prodases 
a thlrty-eix aiaft one-half per cent yield of benaophenone (based 
on all three phenyl groups reacting). Under the sata© TOndltions, 
benzyl chloride and the mixed phenylalu;minuffi iodides give a 
forty-seven and one-half per cent yield of hmmphenone. This 
does not mean tliat the aixed compounds are more reactive since 
an eleven and one-lialf per cent yield of triphenylcarblnol Is 
al)^  obtained in "fee reaction with trlphenylaluffiimiffi. Ko 
carbinol is isolated in the reaction with the mixed phenyl-
alufflinua iodides. Perhaps benzophenone is tied up in a complex 
does not reaet with the lalxed phenylaltimlBaa iodiaea 
hut does :res0t with trlphenylalaffilnu®* It ia knows that ketoa©* 
aluminum ehloride oomplexes are <pite imreactive t©iraiHl oi^ aao-
aluiBimiia halldes. Reaction with beii2»|Aieiion@ is to b© exp«oted 
since organoaltimlniim halldes reaot with bensionitril® and, there­
fore, #iould react even mor© readily with ketones. It is tru© 
that ketones oondense in the presence of organoaluminusi halides^ i 
but there liiouia b© no condensation reaotios with bengophenon© 
giae# there is no alpha hydKJgen available for saoliaatlo®, 
Furtheymor©, there should be no eondgnsations with the expeoted 
proftict, triphenylearbinol, slnoe it has no alpha hydrog«a 
atoms, Sxoept wfier® di-ai^ l ketones and arylaltisimim h^ ides 
are used, it is poselble that ketones, in addition to ooBdea®-» 
lag wi"©! th® selves, reaot nonfially with on^ noaluminura halldes 
to give oarblnols "siiioh dehydrate to produce olefins whieto In 
turn polyiBeriE© to complex resinous procluots. 
Organoaluffiiiaist halides are aiuoh batter condensing agefits 
than simple organo^ uialnum ooapouMs. Aoetophenoae is 0Ofi» 
densed by trlphenylaluialnuBi to give dypnone (33), but oaly 
further eo«densation products are obtained with the mixed or-
g^ joaluffiirmsi soi^ uads. Benzaldehyde and sliaple organoalual-
mm mmpmn&B give good yields of earblriols while mixed orgaiao~ 
almaimiEi halldee yield only oomplex condensation products. 
Carbon tetraohlorld# and benzene give trlphenylmethan© in the 
presence of the mixed ethylaluminum chlorides, friethylalu»i« 
mm or the mixed phenylalumimisi iodldea do not catalyze this 
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oottdsnsatioHi reaction. 
Mixed erganoaluffiliMffl compounds do not react with 
anilines (18) isliile simple oi:^ anoalumlinia eojapounds react 
quit© readily (37)* 
On the basis of the evidence presented it appears that th© 
fflizeii organoalumimm compounds possess an order of reaotivitsr 
comparable to th© simple organoalumlnuaj coapounds, but pezfeaps 
artg a little less reactive ae evidenced by the color test^  
reaction with benssnltrile and reaction with H-alkylanillnes. 
It shotiia be mentioned that there is the added ooaplicatlon 
that one may be measuring the reactivity of an eqailibriiiia 
ai^ ture in the cas© of the atsed compounds ra"^ er than th« 
reactivity of a sirigle coi^ ound. 
J^ par©ntly there is not eiuc^ i diffei»iance in reactivity 
b0ti?e©n EgAlX compounds and compounds. Both R groups of 
dittliylaluffiinus {^ iloride react with bensoyl chlorld© to give a 
8ixty»s#v©n per sent yield of propiophenone. Under th© aaa© 
coaditions, a sodluia cdaloride-etiiylaluminum dichloride double 
salt glvea a twenty per cent yield of pz^ piophenone. The low 
yield is due, undoubtedly, to th® Insolubility of the complex 
and not to a lower reactivity of the ethylaluainusi dichloride* 
Ko carbinol was isolated in either reaction. 
Ho definite conclusions can be made concerning th© relative 
rsactivitles of alkyl- and arylaluminua halides. Allqrlalmiimia 
halides give better yields of ketones with acid «^ iloria®s than 
do aj^ lalueinuffl halldse. However, this say be dAie to the fact 
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that tSie alJcylalusinura ooapounds are in a hi^ sr stat© of 
purity sinoe th©y are purified by dletillatloii. fh@ oolor 
t©st is slightly quioker with alkylaluaiaao halides, tout thig 
again may h& due to a higher state of purity. Btnaonitril© 
reacted with the mixed phenylaluainum iodides but not with 
the mixed ethylaluainum iodides. Likewiee, the aixed phenyl-
aluialnuii iodidea ar© carbonated to give benEois aeid, but no 
aoid ie isolated upon csrbonation of the mixed ethylalUBiniia 
iodides. 
®ie proper ohoioe of solvent has oonsiderabl© effeot on 
the yield of product in orgai>oaluiainuia halide rsactions. ffiiis 
ie ahowi -rery well in reaotlons between benzoyl ehlorid© and 
the BJixed etariylalusinuffl iodides, h^e yields of propiophenone 
are aiiiety, eighty-»five, fifty-four and forty-eight per eent 
in carbon disulfide, tetrachloroethane and petroleum eliier 
<b.p,, 90-115*)^  reepestively. Aromatic hydrocarbons ar® the 
best solvents. In addition to bonsene, toluene and xylen© 
hav# been ^ ployed witii good results, fher© appears to be no 
raaotion with earbon disulfide under the faild eonditions 
«iaployod in aoid ohloride reactions, the yields in petroleum 
ether are generally poor and a oonsiderabl© aiaount of tar is 
always fomed. The petrolether was always wa#i,ed with 
fuming sulfuric aoid, dried, and then distilled before ueing# 
yield of propiophenone ia practically ne^ igible iMm 
dietliyl ®th®r Is uaed as th« reaction medium in th© reaction 
between benzoyl ©liloride and the misced etliylaluaiimia iodld«s» 
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The mails product is probably a coadensatioa px^ ftuot of ethyl 
benzoat®. Some a,^ diben2oyl®than« is also fomed. Leone (lib) 
has giv©a i^ e foUowing interpretatioo for th@ preparation of 
thia eo®pound. Propiophenoae is foz®ed in the normal way and 
it 'ttien r®aots with benzoyl chloride under the influenee of 
aluffiinua salts to give a,a*diben2toyl®than®. A saiall amount 
of ©taian© is fonaed in the reaction, supposedly due to the 
cleavage of the or^ noaluminuw compound by hydrogen chloride. 
It is not surprising that ethyl bensoate is forced in re* 
actions with benzoyl ehloride in ether solution becmse alumi-
nua chloride catalyses this type of reaction, and organoalumi-
nua halides are expected to act in a like Banner (S8), Ben&oyl 
iodide @nd ether will give etSiyl benzoate without a catalyst 
(59), It is surprising timt the ether cleavage reaction pro­
ceeds raore rapidly than the acid chloride reaction, Sther 
unquestionably diatinishea the reactivity of oz^ anoaluminus 
halides. 
Benzoyl iodide appears to be more reactive than benzoyl 
ehloride ?ilth organoalumlmm iodides, lenzoyl iodide and the 
mixed ph^ ylaluainuai iodides give a thirty-three per cent 
yield of benzophenone in petroleum ether ®>lution, and benaoyl 
chloride under the s^ e conditions gives only a t^ e^lve per 
cent yield. Benzoyl iodide and the wixed ethylalumlma 
(58) Meer^ ein, J. prakt» €^ ea>i 134, 51 (1033). 
(59) Kishner, J. Russ» Fhysl dheM. Soe., 41, 651 (1909) /t?» A.« 
5, 803 CldllJ/ 
g.h,o-o.0% 
9? 
0 -oh,+ 0,h,ct + hoi 
dh, 
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iodides giT® a ninety-five per ©ent yield of pmpi.oph.mom in 
bengene solatioa, fhe yield of propiophemne usirtg benzoyl 
ohloride is ninety per oent» In general, benzoyl iodide is 
more reaotiTe than benzoyl chloride with ojE^ anometallie oca-
pounds. Q-ilaan and Kelson (60) have found that the relative 
reaotivitieg of benzoyl halides in their reactions vith di-^ ~ 
tolylmeroary are benzoyl iodide > benzoyl bromide > benzoyl 
chloride > benzoyl fluoride. ISiis saiae order of reactivity 
i« foimd with phenylzino chloride (Kl). fhe reverse order 
is found with Srigaard reagents (57). It has been suggested 
that the medEianira of the reaction between aoid ohlorides and 
G-rignard reagents involves oarbonyl addition while the ©eohaa-
isffi of the reaction between acid ohlorides and the lees re-
aetive oi^ anoaietallio compounds Involves aetatheais. 
OrgansaluiftiaBagi Ooffipounds and the Friedel-Craftg Reaetioii 
fhe ^ iedel-Orafts reaction has been extended to widely 
ginoe its disoovory that it is very likely that no one seohan^  
is® will be able to aooount for all the reactions that can be 
iadueed by alusiattm chloride. In order to find a mechaniMi 
or aeohani^ a, it is logical to first study the fundamental 
Priedel^ Crafta reactions, namely, the hydroo&rbon and ketone 
syntheses and then investigate the variations as tSiey aay 
possibly reduce te tie fundaaental reactions. 
(60) ©ilaan and Nelson, Ohem. * 61. 743 (1939), 
i&k) Qllffian# *Qi^ anic GheaistJ^ ", John Wiley and Sons, Mew 
Xork (1938) Tol. I, p. 418. 
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On® of the seTeral ©edianlsms ims been proposed 
involTes the intes?ise<liat9 formtioa of organoalMmiimm oompGunds. 
fhis theofy was introdttoed by Friedel and Cmfta {37} and re­
quires the formation of an oi^ anoalumintJUB ooiapoand aoooMlng 
to the following squat ioa: 
rh + a1g1» > balgla * hoi, 
At the present tiise no organo&liitiainaa eoaipound has been pre­
pared in this manner. However, it is jx>s§ibl€, under drastic 
eonditions^  to effecst the following reaotlon between boron tri-
ohlorid© ar^  bensene (62); 
ogh^ • bcla »c«hebgl8 -j- hoi. 
Lsone (63) suggested that the reaction between benzene and 
alumlnara ohloride is an ©quilibriwa reaction in whioh the 
equilibiduffi i® greatly diaplaoed to the left and that the 
organoalminuffl oosipound is forced littl© by little m it re-
aota with alkyl h&lides. 
Sven if it is granted that organoaluaimt© oospounds can 
be prepared in a Frledel-Cmfts reaction, it is still nectssaijy 
to conaid®r the reaetivities of the mixed orgaaoalufflinuffi ©om-
pounds. fher« were no mixed arylaluffiinusa oosspoundg available 
at the time Friedel and Crafts announoed the theory of inter­
mediate organoaluiBinuM formation. Therefore, they oonducted 
some studies with trlphei^ lalttaiinus and found that some di-
(63) Atti aoo&d* Linoeit 10* 193 (1929) /l/.A.> 34« 1360 
(1930J/:  ^
(63) l^ one, Atti IZ Oomgregso naz. ohia. pura applioata, 133S 
(1936) /Uhm. ZBntr, I, 3174 (1938)7. 
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was f ojraied fijom react Ion wltb benzyl shlorlde 
but no Priedel-OraftB reaction ooourred with olilorofoi® (27). 
Hilpert and 0r5ttner (38) reported no condensation of tripheayl* 
alumiaim ^ th cfelorofor® or oarbon tetrachloride, 
Leone (11) prepared several mixed organoaluaiinu® eompounds 
(etherates) and investigated their reactivity toward alkyl 
iodides, benzoyl chloride and ketones, Phenylalaminiia iodides 
were found to reaot with allsyl iodides to give eiaall quanti­
ties of benzene hoaologs. However, the reaction did not pi^ -
oeed with the s®oothnesa or effeetlveness of typical Frledel-
drafta alkylatlons* fhe reactivity of oi^ anoalxislnaM compounds 
is of a relatively low order and alkylations of the Wurtz type 
are restricted to the more reactive organometallic compounds, 
fherefore, if hydTOCarbon synthesis involves intermediate or-
ganoalumimm compounds, then the mixed organoalumintim compounds 
and al&yl halides should give the same order of yields which 
reiRilt froffi the reaction of aromatic l^ ydrocarbons and all^ l 
halides in the presence of aluminum chloride. Since Leone 
reported no definite yields of alkylated benzenes, it is 
worth idiile to investigate hydrocarbon syntheses further be» 
fore ruling out oi^ anoaluminum formation as a mechanism, fhis 
work is now being investigated by Mr. A. H. Haubeln of these 
laboratories. 
With benzoyl chloride and ethylalusinua halides in ether 
solution, Leone (lib) found only small amounts of pTOpiophenone 
and a,a-dibeniioylethane together with larger amounts of a tarry 
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rosldJi®. Only 2%pid eondensatlon reaetions occurred with 
ketones, fhus, aoetone pirodueed mesltyl oxide with ethyl-
alumlima iodides and acetopherwns yielded trlphenylbenf^ one with 
phenylaliuBlnuii iodides. From these reactions Leone <^ nclud©d 
that it was impossible to interpret ketone synthesis by ^ eans 
of intomediat© organoaluminua oompounds. 
Howe'rer, in ketone synthesis, there always results ® 
complex between the ketone and aluainim ohloride and it is 
neeessary to hydrolyze this complex to obtain the free ketone. 
It has now been found ^ lat these ketone-alualsaa ehloride eoffi-
plexes do not give condensation produsts when treated with 
organoaluffiiaum h®lld®s under the modemte oondltlons ©xisting 
in Friedel-Grafts ketone syntheses and that the ketones qbm 
be recovered upon hydrolysis, fhese reactions are sumariaed 
in fable II. In the ease of aoetophenonej the complex la 
reaction <5) was prepared as it is aotually foiled in a 
Frledel*Orafts synthesis, fhat is, aeetie anl^ dride was re-
asted with bensene in the presence of aluainua ohloride. fhe 
mixed ethylaluffiinuE iodides were added to the reaotlon mixture» 
and & fifty-two per eent yield of aoetophenone was obtained 
upon hydrolysis. 
Since aold chlorides also for® ooiaplexes with aluminua 
ohloride# It was of interest to see if these ooiaplexee would 
react with organoaluminuBi halides under mild Friedel-Crafts 
oondltlons to produce ketones. She ©xpeoted reactions take 
plaoe "wetj readily and give good yields of ketones. A saifflaary 
of the T&mltM is given in Table III. 
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fABLE II 
Ket;ojae*AlCl» Complexea and OrgaRoaXoffliattm HalMea 
Per oeiit r©co'?» 
Ketone-AXOIa CoapXex Oggattoaluatlaita Halide eyy of "ketone* 
1* Beassptoenoa® ZSaHaAlIa -• (0aH»)8A3^  92 
a. benmphenor® 2?«h#alia + (o«h0)aalt7 ^ 
3, Fi^ piophenone Zi^ aHeAlIa + {C,Htt)aA3.j5' TO 
4* aeetophenone /^ahsah# + 
5. Aoetophenon® /^ gHjuAlIa + (CaH»)»Alj^  53 
S* Ao©lJ0ph.©B.oii8 (GitH^ ) i^ AXj^  64 
?, Aeetophenone a^HeAlCla -f {CaH9)aAX0^  65 
8« a®6t>0h# (caha) aa3.]c^ 10 
9. Aeetoise /2«HaAll8 + (OeHe)aA]S7 2.® 
fABLE III 
Reaotloiifi of Agld Ohio ride* A!l 01 a Oomplex®® aM Og^ aaoaliaatiama lalidea 
gomplex Or^ aiKaalMmiaaai HiiJLia# Solyeat grodaet 
1. Bensoyl Chloride /SaHgHIg + b©jaz®n© propiophenoEe 
2. Benzoyl Ohlorid© /^ gHaAlI, • {G,H8)aAlJ7 oarbon p«5piopheiione 
disulfide 
3. Benzoyl Ohlorid© z3,h.aii, + (ceh»)j|Al^  benten® benzophenooe 
4. Benzoyl Chloride /^ .H.AlIa + (C«H»)8iaj7 
5. Beaaoyl Chloride g^-CH^ GeH^ iJklOls 
6« Acetyl Chloride jN-CHaCaH^ AlClg 
carbon 
disulfide 
xylene 
xylene 
benzophenone 
phenyl jg*tolyl 
ketone 
methyl p*tolyl 
ketone 
Per cent 
Yield 
56 
62 
70 
73 
71 
62 
-<1 
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A©ia eKlorid®® reaot alone with 03:i:anoaliiffiiiium halldes to 
give good yields of ketones as is shown in fable IV. In faot, 
organo&lttaiffiiE hall&es may be reagents of cholee in the prepar­
ation of ketones. Ho large run synthesis has been tried with 
Oi^ &noalumittUBi halides, but it is to be expected that even 
better yields of l:etones will be obtained than is now realized 
with small scale experiments. 
Aoid anl^ drldes are used very frequently in preparing 
ketones by means of a Friedel-Grafts synthesis. They reaot 
quite readily with or^ anoaluminum halides to give ketones, but 
only one earbonyl group is Involved in the reaotion, Aoetle 
anhydride reaete with the mixed ethylaluainum chlorides in 
benzene solution to give a forty per cent yield of metliyl 
ethyl ketone. Benzole anhydride and the mixed ©thylaluainu® 
iodides give a forty"-five per cent yield of proplophenone in 
benzene solution. A forty-five per cent yield of bensoi© aoid 
is also obtained. Mr. A. H. Haubeln of these laboratories is 
continuing these studies on sold anhydrides and a resume of 
his present progress is given in ^ able V. 
fhe effect of solvents on the yields of products in organo-
aluminuM halide reactions has already been discussed (p. 71). 
It was stated that aromatic hydrocarbon solvents were the best 
solvents, and it is interesting to note that aroraatio hydro­
carbons are often used as solvents in Friedel-Crafts reactions. 
Generally an excess of the reacting aromatic hydrocarbon is 
used as the solvent althou^  it is possible to prepare 
fabls iv 
Reaotions of Aoi.d OalOFideg and OrganoaluBinim' Hal idee 
Aeia Chloride Or^ aaealuminum Halide 
1. Benzoyl ehlorid® /sahgalia • (OaH«),AlJ7 
2. Benzoyl oKLoride /5,h«a1i« 4. (03hs)«a1^  
3. Benssoyl chloride z5,h,a1i, + (c,he),al^  
4. Benzoyl chloride 
S. Benzoyl chloride + {cah8)aal5^ 
6. Benzoyl chloride + <0«Hg),Al|7 
7. Benzoyl chloride C^H,C«H*A1C1, 
8. lengoyl chloride 
9. Benzoyl chloride (cah.jgalcl 
10. Benzoyl iodid® j£5®.h||all8 {c5<ke ^ 
11. Benzoyl iodid® + (08%)»aij7 
is. Acetyl ©liloride jg*ghaoah*.agla 
Solvent Product 
Per cent 
Yield 
henaene propiophenone 90 
carbon propiophenone 85 
dieulfid® 
tetrachloro* propiophenone 54 
ethane 
petroleum propiophenone 48 
ether 
petroleu® benzophenone 12 
ether 
xylene benzophenon© 47,5 
xylene phenyl jg-tolyl 60 
ketone 
petrol©wm phenyl jg-tolyl 30 
ether ketone 
benaene propiophenone 67 
petroleum benzophenone 33 
ether 
bensene propiophenone 95,4 
xylene ©ethyl ^ tolyl 75 
ketone 
CD 
o 
fABLE T 
Reaetione of A®lci Ai^ ydrides and OrR&ftoalaatiimg Halides 
Aoid Anliydrlde OpegetBO&ltMiHJaa HaXide sol-reat bc^diiot 
per e®rt 
Xl#ld 
If Acetio anl^ drlde /SuHnAlI# (C#Ha)8Aij^  toluene aottophenone 41 
8. Acetic anhydride C^HaO^ iH^ AlOla toluene methyl jg*tolyl 42,5 
3. A®@tic anhydride • (C»H»)aAlJ7 toluene methyl ethyl 
ketone 
4. Benzoic anhydride • C^ «Ha)«Al^  toluene toenzophenoae 
39.5 05 j-i 
t 
14 
5. Suoelnlo anhydride /S«%AlIa + 
6. Phthallo anhydride /?J«H8A1I» + (CaH»)»Al^  
toluene -^benzoyl- 86 
propionic aoid 
toluene jg*benaoyl 
henzolo a cid 
94 
83 
a-naph"fehoylbenzoic aold in bsnaene solution sine© phthalio 
anl^ dride reacts sore readily with naphthalene than benzene. 
Other soiimon solTents which are used quite extensively la 
Friedel-Oraftg reaotions are oarbon disulfide, tetimohloi^  
ethane and nitrobenzene. A glance at the various suoaarized 
tables reveals that carbon disulfide and tetraohloroethane 
©an be meed satisfactorily as solvents in ketone ayntheses 
ueiiE^  organoaluffiinuffi halides. No menticn of nitrobenzene as 
a solvent has been made beeause organoaluainua halides and 
nitrobenzene reaot quite violently. For this reason no experi* 
ments of this type were att^ pted. However, in later studies 
by Mr. A, H. Haubein (64), a competitive reaction was run 
between a jsixture of benzoyl chloride and nitrobenzene and 
the mixed phenylaluminua iodides in petroleum ether solution. 
Benzoyl chloride (0.2 mole) and niti^ benzene (0.3 mole) were 
dissolved in two hundred cubic eentiaeters of petroleum ether 
and cooled to zero degrees. To this mixture was added the 
mixed phenylalUEiinua iodides (0.1 mole). A rather mild reac­
tion took place in comparison to the reaction of ox^ anoaluainum 
halides and nitrobenzene alor^ l fhe products isolated were 
benzophenone (34.^ ) and benzoic acid (53^ ). A seventy per 
cent recovery of nitrobenzene was realized, fherefore, organo-
aluffiiaum halides react with acid halides before they reaot 
with nitrobenzene, and the fact that there is a violent reac-* 
tion between organoaluminum halides and nitrobenzene does not 
(64) Unpublished sfeidies in these laboratories by Mr. A.H. Haubein, 
figiiify that oj^ noalualnuffi halldes eaniK>t be Xnt&vme&l&tBB In 
ketone esr^ itheses when nitrobenzene is used as a solvent* 
In ooncltiaion, it can no longer be said that ketone 
thesis of the Friedel-Orafts type eannot iairolve intertaedlate 
organoalaminua eoi^ unda beoauae of the known marked oondensa-
tions between organoalttminuBi halides and ketones. It is true 
that this condensing action exists, but it is also true that 
ketone-alttninum ohloride oomplsxes do not react sjjpreeiably 
with organoaluffiinuin halides under the mild eonditions of 
Priedel-^ Crafts aeylatione, Furthersore, ketones are always 
tied up in aluainuiQ ohloride oomplexe® in Frieda-Crafts 
aeylatione and the free ketone is never obtained till after 
hydmlysis of the reaction mixture. In addition, organoaluai-
nuffi halides react with acid halides and anhydrides under the 
aoderate ©onditions employed in Friedel-Crafts reactions to 
give good yields of ketones. Solvents t^ ioh are generally 
used in Pried©l»Grafts reactions also may be used with equal 
success in reactions involving oi^ anoaluminum halides. fhere-
fore, on the basis of the relative reactivity of os^ anoaluminum 
halides, there is no question but what they aay exist as intejv 
mediates in Friedel-Crafts acylation reactions. However, it is 
still a matter of speculation whether interaediate oj^ anoaluM-
num compound foa®ation is the tme mechanisffl, since it has 
never been demonstrated that oi^ anoaluminum halides can be 
prepared froai an aromatic hydrocarbon and aluiainua ohloride. 
- 84 « 
Nevertheless, until It can be decisively proved that organ©-
alumlrmm oompounds cannot be aynthealEed ia a Frled^ -Crafts 
ketone synthesis, there is no reason to exelude intermediate 
©rgaiioaluffiiRum compounds as a aeohanlam la Friedel-Grafts 
aoylations. 
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ftm literature of organoaluminum ©ospouad® iias been re­
viewed. 
fhe preparation of organoaluainum halides has been in­
vestigated. 
Os^ anoalumirm® halides give a positive eolor test with 
Michler*s ketone if they are wanned for five minates prior to 
hydx^ lysis* 
Reaetions between organoaluainum halides and the following 
reagents have been studied: benzonitrile, carbon dioxide, ke­
tones, aoid chlorides and acid anhydrides. 
fhe relative reactivities between simple and mixed ©^ anO'-
©etallio oompoands has been discussed. 
Ox^ anoaltminu® halides are of the sa®e order of reactivity 
as the simple oi^ anoalusinua ooiapounds but are perhaps slightly 
less reaotive as shown by reactions with Kiehler's ketone, 
benzonitrile and i-alkylanilinee. 
Ej,AlX and RAlXg eoapounds possess approximately the same 
order of reaotivity. 
Benzoyl iodide is more reactive than benzoyl chloride 
toward organoaliiminuia halides. 
fhe possibility of the intermediate formation of organo* 
aluainuii halides as a aeohanism for the Friedel-Crafts reac­
tion has been investigated. 
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B. DIVALINT ORGAHOLSAD RADICALS 
HISTORICAL 
Dl"9alent ox^ anoaetalllo radicals of geriaaftiufii, tin aad 
lead hav© feeen prepared. In the case of lead, the yields are 
very masatisf&etory, and, moreover, it is apparently iffipoesible 
to obtain the ooffipounde consistently. Consequently, other 
methods of preparing divalent organolead radicals are desir* 
able, and this study was directed toward that goal. 
An exoellent review of organojaetallio radicals has been 
presented by Bailie ^ 1), and for that reason this disoussion 
has been limited to the chemistry of the divalent organometal-
lio radieals of germanium, tin and lead. 
Diphenylgemaniua dichlorlde is aiaaonolyzed in liquid 
aamonta teat is stable in etiiyl amine. Kraus and Brown (s) 
atteiapted the preparation of diphenylgeimaniua by redueing 
diphenylgemanium dichlorlde with lithium in ethyl aitine solu­
tion. A resinous ©oapound was obtained which contained fina® 
twenty-nine and ti«»»tenths to thirty-one and two-tenths per 
cent geraanius. fhe germanium content of diphenylgeimnlua 
is thirty-two per cent. It ie evident that the proauet con­
sisted largely of diphenylgermanium. Eatough (3) has shown 
(1) Bailie, a^ ctor^ l Diesertatlon, Iowa State Oollege {1938)i 
see also Q-iliaan and Bailie, J. Ohem. Soc.» 61, 731 (1939). 
(2) Kraug and Brown, ibid.. 53, 4031 (1930). 
3^) &tough. Thesis, Brown University (1929). 
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tliat triph«Bylsllleoii foms an adaitlon oompouad with ethyl 
aain©. Ethyl amine is very likely retained by diphei^ lgersait'-
lu® in this same nmn@r. Etdtuotlon of dlphenylgeimislMm di-
ehloride In bollii^  xylene solution by sodium gave a yellow 
reglBou® pj^ daet wMch was apparently an impui^  poljfflier of dl-
pheaylgemanium. Cooling tbe xylene solution pr«elpltated a 
ten to twenty per eent yield of diphenylgei^ aniu®. Holecular 
If tight deterainations Indicated the oospound was a polymer 
whloh contained four moleeules of diphenylger®anlu». It was 
only slightly soluble in cold benzena, toluene or oblorofos^ . 
Its solubility in hot solvents was very limited, and it was 
iasolttbls in petroleum ether. Sow ciTstallization froa 
b#iis®ri© gave white crystals which melted at S94-295® and were 
stable in air, Mdltion of sodium to diphenylgemanlum in 
liquid amaonia solution produced disodluiB diphenylgeManium. 
Treatffient of the dieodium compound with broisid© gave 
hydrogen and ©oaplex geraanlua eompounds. It is possible that 
diphenylgersianiuw dihydride was formed initially and then d©'-
oompoeed. 
In 1852 ywig (4) prepared diethyltin by the aotloa of 
#thyl Iodide on a sodluai^ tln alloy and observed that It added 
oxygen and halogens. Later, Frankland (5) obtained diethyltla 
fro® the reduction of dlethyltin dlohloride by metallle Eiao, 
(4) Lowig, Ann., m, 320 (1853). 
(5) Frankland, Mn,, &&, 339, 338 (1853). 
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and reported its spontaneous decomposition to tetraethyltin 
and tin. Attempts to prepare diethyltin fro® the reaction 
between dletli^ lsinc and stannous chloride were unsuoeessful, 
tut the reaotioa appai^ ntly involved the intermediate foraa-
tlon of dltthyltin (6). 
Pfeiffer (7) found that diethyltin could be prepared 
either by the reteetion of diethyltin dlchloride vith sodium 
amalga® or from the reaction between ethylBaagneeiu® brorald® 
and stannous ©hlorid®. Diethyltin vas deeospoeed upon dis­
tillation into tetraetl^ ltin and metallic tin. It was a yellow 
oil whioh readily oxidized in air to fom diethyltin oxide and 
added halogens to give the corresponding diethyltin dihalidee* 
Addition of ©tliyl iodide gave triethyltln iodide, treatment 
of diethyltin with merourio ohlorlde fowaed diethyltin dlohlor-
ide and meroury. In a like manner, diphenyliaeroury was oon-
verted to mercury and diethyldiphenyltin (8). 
Deeply oolored products, probably polyaers of dial^ ltln 
eoapounde, were reported to be formed in reactions between 
allgrlBagnesiua halldes and stannous clilorid# (9). Krause and 
Weinberg (10) found that tertiary alkyl O-rignard reagents and 
(6) rr^ lsland, J, Ghea, Soo,. 35, 130 {1879), 
7) Pfeiffer, Ber.« 44, 1269 (1911). 
8) UesseyanovTHSooheiteov and i^ ayreva. J. Gen. Qhm^  (O.S.S.R,), 
7, 118 (1937) /g. A.. 4390 (1937|r 
(9) Krause und von Grosse, "01® Cheale der metalloi^ anisohen 
Verblndungen", (Jebr^ der Bomtraeger, Berlin (1937)* p. 354. 
(10) Krause and Weinberg. Ber ^. 63, 383 (1930). 
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staimio ©hlorlde did not form tetxu-al^ ltin oospouMe me did 
the noTOsl alkyl eompouiadg. Instead, deeply oolored produots 
were obtained whloh added broaine to give the eorreapondii^  
di«>tert,*alkyltin dibromides. Starmlc chloride and triphenyl-
methylsodiy® gave oolored products whloh eould not be identl* 
fled. 
Kraus and Q-reer (11) prepared polymers of dimethyltia 
frosBi the reduotioii of diaethyltia dibromide by m&ma of eodlum 
in liquid aamoais. Addltioia of two atoms of sodlu® to the 
solid yellow polyserlo dlaethyltio i» liquid affi^ sda eolmtion 
faTe digodiaa tetzmethylditin as evldeuoed by its resotioa 
with sethyl iodide to give hexametiiylditin. Mdltion of two 
atoms of sodium to disodlua tetimethylditia in liquid affiaoaia 
yielded disodium dimethyltin, verified by its eo»versioa to 
tetr^ ethyltis by reaotioa with methyl iodide, treatment of 
disodium dHaethyltin la liquid aiaiaonla with disethyltia dl-^  
bromide foiled a polymer of dimethyltla which was more sensi­
tive toward oxygen tlmn the pol;^ er prepared by the direot 
redtiotlou of dliaethyltia dibromide wliai two atoms of sodium* 
lowever, the two polymers were alike la appearance, and both 
gave dlaethyltin oxide on oxidation and dJ^ ethyltln dibromide 
on brominatlon. 
Biaxyltin radicals are more stable *tetaa the dialJtyltla 
oompounds, and they ean be prepared from the reaotioa of 
(11) Kraus and Clreer, J« iJB» (3ieia« Soo»» 47« 3568 (1935). 
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staiinoui oiaorid© with ax^ flmagnesium halidee (13). Addltioa 
ef atannious ehlorlde to an ether solution of phenylaagnesiu® 
bjpomide at 0® pro^ oe^  a deep red-broim ®olution ^ ioh was 
stirred for one hour at room temperature seid thea hydrolyzed 
by adding small pieces of ioe. Benzene was added aM a gold 
oolored solution repilted. fhe benzene layer was separated 
and the yellow diphenyltin precipitated upon th© addition of 
absolute aleol^ l. fhe yield was sixty-four per cent. Freshly 
prepared samples of diphenyltin were monoraoleoular, but poly"* 
merization tooJc plaoe upon standing. Diphenyltin melted in a 
oapillary tube at 130® to give a dark red liquid whi^  deoos-
posed into aetalllo tin at 305®. 
In a like aianner, di-j^ tolyi-, dl-£-xylyl» and di«^  
naphthyltin were prepared, and they were all ireir eiailar to 
di^ enyltin, freatasent with bromine gave the oorreeponding 
diaryltin dibromides and oxidation gave the oojETesponding di-. 
aryltin oxides, fhe stability toward oxygen increased in the 
order phenyl, j;«tolyl, ^ sylyl, a^ naphthyl. fhey all reduoed 
alooholio silver nitrate instantly. Diphenyltin was converted 
to triphenyltin when heated at 100® in the presence of excess 
phenylfflagneslum bromide, fhe other diai^ ltin ooiapouMs did 
not undergo this transforaation. 
Dioyclohexyltin (13) has been prepared fro® the reaction 
<1S) Kraus© and Beoker, Ber.. S3, 173 (1930). 
(135 Srause and Pohland. Ber. ,*^ 7. 532 (1924). 
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stannoua «^ oride m& oy©l©iiex;^ wiigne®li^  l>i»omlde. tt 
was found to b« uimsually stable and slsiilar In Its prop­
erties m& rsastlon® to the dtaryltln eoapotinas. A 
reaotion oocarred with excess oyololiejqrl bromid® to give di-
cy®loh03Eyltin dibroaide and an oil whioh was probably dl-
©yoloheacyl. 
Gliarabers and Soherer (14) investigated the redwottoa of 
dlphenyltln ai@Moride by two atoae of sodiam in liifaid aimoaia 
so3Jtttlon and found that an Insoluble yellow powder was ob­
tained. It dteomposed ^ sdthout nelting at 306®, added broslae 
to give dlphenyltia dibroside and oxidised slowly in air to 
yield diphenyltin oxide. !?h©ee properties suggested that it 
wag ^ obably a polymer of diphenyltin. 
1!he addition of four atoiae of sodiaa to diphenyltin di-
ehloride in liquid asiaoaia gave disodiua diphenyltin. Treat­
ment of the di^ diuffl eompound with a^ onium bromide gave dipheayl-
tin dihydride i^ loh deeoitposed above the temperature of liquid 
animonia into Jaydrogea and diphenyltin. Sie general appearanoe 
of this eaMpl© of diphenyltin waa rery siailar to the diphenyl-
tin whi^  had been prepared by the addition of tm> atoms of 
sodium to diphei^ ltin diehlorid®. However, it was muoh more 
solubl© and sensitive toward air. It was monomoleeular in 
bensen© solution, but was not as reaotive toward oxygen as the 
ffionoffloleoular diphenyltin whioh Kraus© and Becker (12) prepared 
Cl4) Chaabers and Soherer, J, te. Ohem. Soe., 48, 1054 (1936)» 
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trmi phmflmsfinmixm l>k>alde. 
Divalent oi^ anolead radicals have been found to be very 
anetable, and only diphenyl- and di-jg«tolyllead have been 1@6« 
lated. However, the eleetrolytle reduction of a sulfuric aoid 
solution of acetone using a lead oathode gave a dark red oil 
which probably contained an appreciable amount of di<»is©propyl« 
lead ClS)» fhe oil iras ve^  ^sensitive toward o:^ gen, and treat-
aeat with bromine gave both tri-isopropyllead brosdlde and di-
ieopropyllead dibi^ aide* 
The deep red-brown oolor which ii developed at the begia-
ning of reaetiona between lead chloride and alkyl Q-rignax^  
reagents has been attributed to the foliation of dialiyllead 
©Gi^ unds (16). However, Calingaert (1?) was not able to 
isolate mf dial^ llead cospounds from such reactions* Like­
wise, Galiagaert waa uneucceesful in atteiapts to prepare 
diethyllead by the reduction of diethyllead dichloride in 
liquid a«onia aol«tion» 
Krause and Helgssus (16) have reported the isolation of 
diphenyl- and di-jg-tolyllead from the reaction of lead chloride 
and the <»rresponding &rignard reagenta. The diaiyllead coo-
pounds were found to be dark red, araorphous powders which dis­
solved readily in ether and benzene to produce blood-red colored 
solutions. Addition of alcohol precipitated the original di-
aryllead radical unchanged, fhe molecular weight, determined 
by the freezing point lowering of a benzene solution, indicated 
'ii! 1416, (1916). 
17) Caliagaert, Gheia. Rev..  ^(1925). 
18) Krause and Reigsaue. Ser., 55. 888 (1922). 
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simple aioleowles. Oxidation gave an unidentified four Talenoe 
lead eoapound. Iodine added instantly in the cold, and silver 
nitrate waa reduced at onoe to metallic silver, Tbm diaryllead 
©ompounds retained their red oolor for weeks when protected 
from light and oxygen, fhey deoomposed upon heating, but th® 
ffxaot manner of deooaposition was not asaertaiaed. Siphenyl-
lead lost its color at about 1(X)® when heated in a melting 
point tubs* The deooapoaition products developed a yellow 
oolor at 120® and melted above 200®. fhere was no appearance 
of black metallic lead at tessperaturee as high as 2®3®. Warn* 
ing diphenyllead in the presence of ©xoess phenylmagnesium 
b^ »lde produced trlphenyllead and metallic lead. For this 
reason it was necessaiT to control the reaction oondltions 
rigorously in order to prepare diphenyllead. In spit© of ewch 
pr©oa»tion@, th® yield was only two grass or thr®e and one-half 
per cent, fee use of a benaene-ether reaction mediiai increased 
the yield to three grams, The reverse addition of the Srigaard 
reagent to lead chloride gave a yellow solution and triphenyl* 
lead was the only pi^ duct isolated. 
Kraus® and Reissaus (18) stated tliat the yield of product 
varied with different samples of lead chloride, and that only 
crystalline Kahlbaum lead oWLoride gave a good yield of pi^ duot. 
It was suggested that Kahlbaus lead cliloride laay contain cer­
tain isotopes of lead which are responsible for the foriaation 
of diphei^ llead. 
«Mb 
experimental 
Bieaglmagiieslttis Bromide and Lead Chloride, fhe prooedure 
©f Krause and Reissaus (18) was followed exaotly. Hien^ laag-
ii©gii*ffi broffiide was prepared in 400 oo. of dry ether from 50 g. 
(0.318 mole) of bromobenzene and 8 g, (0,329 g* atos) of sag*' 
neslua. fhe etSter solution was filtered through glass wool 
into a tms liter three-neoked flask, fhe mixture was stirred 
vigorously throughout the reaotlon, and a presaur© head of 
nitrogen gas was maintained eo that nitrogen passed through 
the flask quit® rapidly whenever a stopper was removed. An 
loe-salt cooling bath was regulated so that the temperature 
inside the reaotion flasfe was maintained at 2®. Forty-four 
grams {0,158 mole) of dry powdered lead chloride was added In 
0.3 g, portions over a period of three-quarters of an hour. 
The reaction aiixture developed a deep golden color which 
gradually darkened, and finally beoarae dark brown after the 
addition of lead eliloride was coiaplete, A dark red->brown 
color was developed at this etage of the reaotion In the 
experiment eonducjted by Krause and Helssaus. It was then 
stirred vigorously for two hours at 0* during which tiise a 
small amount of lead preolpitated. The mixture was oooled 
to -10® and hydrolyzed by adding ssoall pieces of ice. The 
entire reaction mass was then transferred into a lai^ e nitro­
gen filled separatory funnel. Benzene was added and the mix­
ture was shaken thoroughly, fhe benzene-ether layer was 
m * 
separated, and the j^lutlon was ©oncentrated at redjieed pressure 
under an atmosphere of nitrogen to 50 eo. fhe resulting orang# 
solution (blood-red in experiiaents by Kraus© and Reissaus) was 
allowed to stand for thirty minutes and was then foiled throu^  
a sintered filter by means of nitrogen pressure into 50 cc. of 
absolute aloohol which decolorized the droplets and preoipltated 
a yellow powder, fhe yellow powder was redissolTed in benzene, 
filtered and then precipitated by adding alcoiwjl. A white 
orystalline oomixjund waa obtained which «as dried in a vacuuai 
desiecator and analyzed for lead, fheamlysis indicated it 
was trlphenyllead with benzene of crystall!zation. 
Anal. Calcd. for {C8H5)aPb*CeH0j Pb, 40.1. S^ undl jPb, 
40.0. 
fhls vas Gonflrraed by allowing it to staiid in air whereupon it 
lost its benaene and (dianged to a powder i^hich was identified 
as trlphenyllead (darkens at 160® and melts at 33S®)* 
The reaction was repeated using benzane a« the sol'rent, 
and the same refiwlts were obtained. Running the reaction at 
-2® instead of +3* gave the eame reailts with no indication 
whatsoever fbr the formation of diphenyllead. 
An ©sperlaent was run at -10® and worked up In the usual 
©anner. There was practically no precipitation of lead, but 
a light yellow solution was obtained Kihich yielded only traces 
of trlphenyllead. Reaction at -5® gave the same results, 
file sajise reaction at 0® developed a reddish-bro'ftm color 
which changed to orange-red upon hydrolysis. Addition of 
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alooh©! "to th@ ©oaeentrated orange-red solution presipltated 
B.n orartge oolored powder, fhe yield was about 0.5 g« It was 
dried and a lead value of 43.3^ . friphenyllead with ben-
seae of crystallization contains 40,1^  lead and dipheayllead 
with tm iMfleoulee of benzene of cryetalllaatlon contains ap-
proxlsately the same percentage, fhe orange powder was redls-
solTed in beBzen© and filtered. Aloohol was added mid a light 
yellow powder precipitated. The ssae process was repeated and 
a white oiTstalline compound was obtained lAioh was presumed 
to be triphenyllead with benzene of crystallization. It is 
irery likely that the small araount of oolor was due to the 
preaefiee of a Bximite aaount of diphenyllead, 
p*folyliaagft®simB Bromide and Lead Chloride» Sereirty grams 
(0.25 aole) of lead chloride was added in sfflall portions oirer 
a period of one hour to an ether solution of ^g-tolylffiagnesluii 
broiaid® ^ tiioh had been prepared frora 85.5 g, (0.50 aole) of 
b^roaotolueae and 13 g. (0.535 g. atom) of magnesium, %e 
reaetion laixture was maintained at -2 to 0® throughout the 
addition of lead dalorlde and was stirred for an additloiial 
hour at this teaperatare. After being oooled to -10®, it was 
hydrolyzed by the addition of small pieces of ice. The entire 
aixtur© was transferred to a nitrogen filled separatory funnel 
and shaken with additional ether, fhe ether layer was separated 
and concentrated at reduced pressure to 50 oc. ^ tich left a 
dark red solution. After standing for thirty minutes, about 
0.5 g. of an orange powder precipitated, fhe clear red solution 
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was filtered awaj and added dropwlse to 50 ee. of absolute 
aleohol. A ©mall affioiant of an orang® powder was precipitated, 
fhis was dissolved in 25 oc» of benzene giirittg a red solution 
wliicsli was allowed to stand for fifteen alnutes. It was filtered, 
and the filtrate was added dropviee to 25 oo. of alcohol, fhe 
preolpltated orange po^ Mer was filtered off and dried la a nitro­
gen filled vaouuiB desiooator over phosphorus pentoxid®. Lead 
analysis showed that it was tri-jg-^ tolyllead, 
Jgial* Calcd. for Pb, 43.2. Found, Pb, 
44.0, 43.8. 
fhe reaotlon was repeated and a dark red-br^ wn solution 
resulted after the lead cliloride was added. After hydrolysis, 
the red ether layer was separated and eoncentrated at reduoed 
pressure to 50 cc. The resulting blood-red solution was al­
lowed to stand for fifteen ainutea during wiiloh time about a 
gra» of orange colored tri-^ tolyllead settled out* She red 
solution was filtered, and the filtrate was evaporated to di^ "* 
ness at reduced pressure, fhe red solid was dissolved in 25 
0C. of dry etiier. fhe red solution was filtered and the fil­
trate was evaporated to dryness at reduced pressure. Hie red 
powder was dried in a nitrogen filled vacuum desioeator over 
phosphorus pentoxlde. flrie dried oompound (0.3 g.) was pink 
and its lead content was 44. 7^ . fri-g-tolyllead contains 
43.3^  lead, and dl-_g-tolyllead contain# 53.3^  lead. 
Several identical experiments were inin and la each case 
ft red solution resulted, but no dl-jg-tolylle«d oould b© iso­
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lated. It was ©oacluded that the amoant of dl-jg-tolyllead 
forraed, waa too small to allow its separation from tn-^ tol;rl*» 
lead. 
Syolohe^ jliaagnegima Chloride and Lead ghlorid#. Se-^ eaty 
graffls (0*05 aole) of lead chloride was added in siaall portions 
to a 400 CG. ether solution of oifclohexylaagnesium ohloride 
(0.5 raole, titration -value). The reaction was aaintained at 
a teB^ erature of -a to 0® during the addition of lead chloride. 
It was then stirred vigorously for two hours at 0®. After 
being cooled to -10®, the solution was li^ drolyzed by adding 
small pieces of lee. fhe entire mixture was transferred to a 
nitrogen filled separatory funnel and shaken with ether, fhe 
red ether layer was separated and ct^ ncentrated at reduced 
pressure to 50 oc. fhe color of the concentrated ether eolu» 
tion was dark red. fhe color was discharged when the solution 
was added dropwise to 100 oc. of absolute alcohol, and a red* 
dish-bi^ m precipitate settled upon staMing. fhe liquid was 
filtered away# and the reddish-^ brown aolid was dissolved in 
benzene glTiag a red solution which waa allowed to stand for 
fifteen sinutea and was then filtered through a sintered plate 
into alcohol, fhig process was repeated and 1 g. of a rose 
colored compound was obtained. It lost its color verj rapidly 
in air and reduced alcoholic silver nitrate instantly, fhe 
rose color changed to yellow at about 80-90® when the compound 
was heated in a oapillaJ^  tube. The yellow coaipound decomposed 
at 136® i^ ich is the decomposition temperature of tricyclohexyl-
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lead. l»ead analysis of the rose ©olored eoapouad indioat#d 
that it was a mixture of dioyclohexyllead and trieyolohexyl-
lead. 
-teal, ealod. for (0«Hii)8pbs Pb, 55.6. Found! I*b, 
SO.6, 51,0. 
frieyelohexylltad oontalns 45.4^  lead. Attempts to separat© 
th® tm eompounds r©isilted in the isolation of 0.3 g. of trl-
®yolohe::^ llead and decoispogltion of the dioyolohexyllead. 
Gheefc ©xperimenta were not as satisfactory althou^ i red aolu-
tiona were obtained in every experiment, fhe use of "benzene 
aa the reaetion medium gave 3 g. of a pink eoapound whieh •sras 
apparently triGyelohexyllead irith one aolecule of henisene of 
orystallization. It was unusually soluble due to the benzene 
of siystallization. It deoomposed at 136®, the deeoiapoeition 
point of trioyolohexyllead. 
1^. Caled. for (SgHu )«Pb*C«H.J Fb, 38.7i G, 53.8| 
H, 7.3. round? m, 39«0, 39.31 0, 53.0, 53.3i H, 8.0, S.5. 
Caled. for CC«%jt>aFb*aC«Hel Pb, 39,2} 0, 54,4j H, 6.4. 
fhe eo^ ound did not reduce alcoholic silver nitrate solution 
isamediately, and it was not very sensitive toward air although 
It ohanged to yelloif trioyolohexyllead wlien exposed for several 
hours to air. 
Reaotiona in Lit^ uid Aaaaonia Between RaPbXa 
Ooapounds and tm Kguivalents of Metal 
jPleyaloheacyllead Plbrotaide and Sodiua. Dieyolohexyllead 
dlbrofflide was prepared by adding a ohloiMJfor© solution of 
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to a ©hloi^ fora suspenaioa of trioyolohexyllead whioh 
had hem prepared from lead chloride and cyolohexylffiagnesitia 
broiaide (19). fwo equivalents <0.46 g., 0*0S g. atom) of 
eodiuiB ¥®r® added in ssmll pieces to a liquid acsBioaia suspen­
sion of 5*33 g. (0.01 mole) of dioyclohexyllead dibroaide. 
fh« first addition of aodium pirodueed a black color whioh 
remained thz^ uglKJut the addition of metal. After one-half 
of the li<pid aimonia had emporated, di^  ether was added 
whioh produced a yellowleh-green colored solution, The reac­
tion flask was swept out with nitrogen i^ ile the remainder of 
the asaonia ev^ orated. fhe resulting mixture was filtered 
under nitrogen. The ether insoluble aaterial was extracted 
with war® benzene, but no product was obtained upon evapora­
tion of the benzene. The benzene Insoluble portion was washed 
with water and then treated with warn aiamoniu® acetate solu­
tion which ^ raost completely dissolved it. Treatiaeat of the 
affliBoniuffl acetate solution with potassium diehroiaate solution 
gave 3 g. of lead chroaate or a 62^  conversion of lead in di-
cjclohexyllead dibi^ ialde to lead in lead chroaate. 
A 59^  ;rield of inorganic lead compounds was obtained using 
diojclohexyllead diohlorlde (19) and two equivalents of sodiua 
under the sarae conditions as described in the experiment with 
dicyclohexyllead dibromide. 
Mphenyllead Sifluoride and Lithium. Diphenyllead dlfluor-
(19) Krause, Ber.. S4, 3060 (1927). 
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was prepared hy the addition of aa aqueous solution of 
potaseium fluoride to an aleoholla solution of diphenyllead 
di-^ iodld® {20). Fourteeji-hundr#dthg of & grm (0.02 g» atom) 
of lithium was added to a liquid aramonia mtapenaion of 4 g. 
(0.01 mole) of oiphtnyllead difluoride. The solution became 
r@d and almost iiMediately turned black. Ether ms added, and 
th© aosonla was allowed to evaporate while a streas of nXtro*' 
gm was passed through th« reaction flaak. fh© resulting 
mixture was filtered under nitrogen. Opoa evaporation of the 
ether, the filtrate left a trace of tripheayllead. fhe ether 
insoluble portion waa exti^ oted with oliloroforra and filtered, 
fh# filtrate gave 0.61 g» or 14^  of triphenyllead upon evapora­
tion of the chloroform. The ohlorofors insoluble material 
was washed with water and then dissolved in aaiffioniuai aoetate 
solution. Mdition of potaseius dlohroaate solution yielded 
1.8 g. of lead chroaate or a S# yield of inorganic lead 
ooffipounds. There vas no indioation of aetallio lead. 
Piphenyllead Slohloride and Lithiua. Diphenyllead di* 
ohloride was prepared by passing dry hydrogen ehlojriae gas 
into a be&zene solution of tetraphenyllead (21). fhe addition 
of 0.14 g. (O.OS g. atom) of litailuin to a liquid aiaaonla eus-
penslon of 4.32 g. (0.02 sole) of diphenyllead diohlorlde 
(20) Setzer, Leeper aM Oilaan, J, Am. Ohew. 8oo., 61» 1609 (1939). 
(21) Gilaan and RoMnson, ibid, ."^ l i 3112 (1929). 
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produeed a blats^  oolor immediately. The reaction was worked 
up in the eme Kanner as the preceding ©xperlaieRt, and th© 
r®®ilts were esaentlally the same. The yields of triphenyl-
lead and inorgaaio lead oompounda were 16 and §0^ , respeetlTelj* 
Siphewllead Pibi^ saide and Lithiam* Dlphenyllead dibi^ aid© 
was prepared by addiiig a water solmtioa of sodia® bromide to a 
hot water solmtioa of dlphenyllead dlnitrate wkioh had been 
prepared by adding tetraphenyllead to boilii^ g ooneentrated 
nitrio aoid (20). The addition of two equivalents of llthiiua 
(0*14 g., 0,03 g. atom) to a licpid ammnla ettspensioii of 5.2 
g. (0,01 aole) of dlphenyllead dibroslde prooeeded sisilarly 
to the difluoride and diehlorlde. The produots were 3 g. 
(45,5^ ) of triphenyllead and about 0.65 g. of lead ehromate, 
or a B0$ yield of inorganic lead oompounAs, 
Mphenyllead Dl^ lodide and Lithiua. Dlphenyllead dl-
iodide was prepared by adding a water elation of sodium iodide 
to a hot water soltatlon of dlphenyllead dlnltrate (20). ®he 
addition of 0*14 g. (0*03 g. atom) of llthiua to a liquid 
aasonla suspension of 6.15 g- (0,01 sole) of dlphenyllead di-
iodide gave the same results as the previous reaetlons. The 
yields of triphenyllead and inorganic lead compounds were 40 
and 30^ , reapectively* 
gjphenyllead Dibromide and LithiuiB in Ether^ Llouid ia." 
ffionla. Two equivalents of lithium (0.14 g., 0.02 g. ato®) 
were added to one e<?iivalent (5.3 g., 0.01 mole) of dlphenyl­
lead dibromide suspended in a mixture of 100 oo. of liquid 
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affiBo«ia and 30 co. of dry ether, fh© solution was eooled to -@0® 
befor® the addition of lithium, fhe blu« oolor, fomed by the 
addition of lithium, was slow in disappearing but as it dleap-
p©ar«d a red oolor wae pro<iueed tfhloh almoet imaediately taraed 
bla©k. fhe products isolated were triphenyllead (33^ ) aad in-
organie lead oompouiids {15^ ). 
fhe reverse addition was tried in whioh one e<|iii'rslent 
of diphenyllead dibromide was added to a »80® cooled etlier^  
li<^ id aMionia solution of tm equivalents of lithiua, A red 
solution resulted whioh stayed red until alBioet all the liquid 
ai^ onia had ©•raporated, 1?here was isolated, using the mstoffiaiT 
procedure, a 3?^  yield of triphenyllead and a 45^  yield of In-
oi^ anio lead eoEipounds. A check run using 13 g. {0.02S mole) 
of diphenyllead dibrocjide and 0.35 g, {0»05 g. atom) of lithium 
g&m 5 g, of triphenyllead (45,5^ ), 40^  inorganio lead ©oapounds 
and 1 g. of an insoluble organolead ooapound whioh was probably 
impure diphenyllead oxide (10.6^ )« 
Anal. Calod. for (0«H8)aPbOi Pb, 55.0. Found? Pb, 53.2, 
53.8. 
freataent of the impure diphenyllead oxide with dilute hydrogen 
broffiid® T^e lead broralde and an organolead halide Milch gave 
tetra^ enyllead upon treatment ^ th phenylraagnesiu© bromide. 
fhe saiae reaction was tried at the temperature of liquid 
ammonia, fhe solution beoaiae red as the one equivalent of di­
phenyllead dibromide was added to the ether«liquid aMKsnis 
solution of two equivalents of lithium, but a blaok solor 
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ae-yeloped before ^ 1 tlie dib3?oJai<ie was aMe4» Ihe produote 
isolated were triphsnyllead (40^ ), itioi^ nio lead issmpounds 
and a trace of a oompouad which was probably diphenyllead ^ xids, 
Mdltlon of 6.5 g. {0.0125 mole) of dtphenyllead dibroaid© 
to 0«175 f. (0.025 g, SLtom) of lithium, dissolved in an ether-
li<pid aimonia solution which had been eooled to -80®, turned 
th® blue solution red and finally black befor© the addition waa 
completed. An exoe&e of ethyl bromide was addsd and the ssatenia 
was allowed to orate ishile a streais of nitrogen passed 
through the reaction flask. The reaction iiixtur© was not 
worked up in an ataosphere of nitrogen but was filtered ia 
air. fhe ether filtrate gave 3 g. of a compound which was 
apparently trlphenyllead with ©"Giyl bromide of crystallization. 
Aiml* Galcd. for tCJeHe^ a^ '^ aHfiBrJ Pb, 37.9. fbund? 
i»b, 38.3, 38.5. 
fhe ©©©pottiid was <plte soluble and contained bromine* Tri-
phenyHead powder will not add ethyl bromide. Likewise, pow­
dered triphenyllead will mt add benzene, but triphenyllead 
with benzene of crystallization is fomed when trlphenyllead 
is prepared in benzene solution. 
fhe addition of 5.2 g. (0.01 mole) of diphenyllead dl-
broMde to 0.14 g. (0.02 g. atom) of llthiuiQ, dissolved in an 
ether-liquid amiaonia solution istiich had been cooled to ••80®, 
gave the usual black color. Addition of an excess of benzyl 
chloride to the black colored solution yielded a small amount 
of triphenylb^ isyllead (mixed m.p., 92®) and an unidentified 
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oolored 03^ aBSlead oompound liilch alght possibly have been 
trlphenylleaa with benzyl ohloride of orystalligation, 
Reaotiong in Liquid Aiaaonia Between R»FbXi> 
Gesponnds aM Four Sgaivalents of Metal 
Biph©nyllea& Pibromide and LithluBi. The addition of four 
equivalents (0.38 g., 0,04 g. atom) of lithium to a liquid 
ai^ onia mispension of 5.S g. (0.01 mole) of diphenyllead di« 
broffilde gave a blaok colored solution with a sli#it touoh of 
red eolor. Dry ether was added and the liquid am®onia tms 
allowed to evaporate while a stream of nitrogen was passed 
throu^  the reaotlon flask, fhe ether solution was filtered 
under nitnjgen. fli© filtrate yielded a small amount of tri* 
phenyllead upon evaporation^  h^e ether Insoluble material was 
extmoted with <ihlorofora and filtered. Evaporation of the 
ohloroform filtf^te left 1.5 g. (34^) of triphenyllead. The 
ohlorofor® Insoluble portion was was^ ied with water and then 
dissolved in warsa amajoniu® aoetate solution. Mdition of 
potassium dlchroaate solution precipitated about 1 g. of lead 
shi^ ffiate or a 31^  yield of inorganic lead eoapounds. fliere 
was no evidence for the formation of aetallio lead. 
!Rie addition of four equivalents (0.28 g., 0,04 g. atom) 
of lithium to a liquid a»fflonia suspension of one equivalent 
(5.S g., 0.01 aole) of diphenyllead dibroaide gave a blaok 
solution with a trace of red color. Jhe solution was stirred 
for thirty minutes and an excess of ethyl bromide was added. 
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Dry ether was added and the ciixture was stirred for an addi­
tional hour. After the liquid mmoni& had evaporated, th© 
mixture waa filtered and washed with ether, ©i© filtrate was 
evaporated leaving a Bemi-solid mass whloh was dlasolved la 
methanol» A trace of oil and 2 g. (43.5^) of trlphenylethyl-
lead (mixed 42**) were obtained upon coolln® the methanol 
solution. 
The reverse addition of one equivalent (5.2 g., 0,01 mole) 
of diphenyllead dibromld© to an ether-liquid aanonla solution 
of four equivalents (0.28 g., 0.01 g. atom) of lithltim produoed 
a recldiah-blaok solution. To this solution was added an exoess 
of ethyl bromide. After the liquid aisiaonla had evaporated, 
the mixture was filtered. The ether filtrate upon evaporation 
left m oil whit^ ms distilled at 8 lam. fhe first few drops 
of oil were di^aienyldiethyllead. 
,^ml. Calcd. for (CeH5)aPb(SaH0)8S 49.4. Pounds 
Fb, 49»S. 
The remainder of the distillate orystallljsed stfid proved to be 
triphenyletl^llead (mixed m.p,, 42®). Only a traoe of inorganic 
material was isolated from the reaction. 
fhe addition of 5.2 g. (0,01 mole) of diphenyllead dl-
bromlde to a liqjiid ajmonla, solution of 0.38 g. (0,04 g. atois) 
of litaiium produced a red colored solution vMoh was stirred 
for five ffllnutes, and then an excess of ethyl bromide was added 
to it. 5aie red color was discliarged and the solution was 
stirred for fifteen minutes. "Dry ether was added and the solu-
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tioo was stirred for an hour. As sooa as the liquid affimoiila 
had eraporated, the mixture was filtered and washed with 
ether. Hie ether filtrate left 3 g. of an oil upon ©Tapora-
tlon of the ether. Only a trace of trlphenylethyllead oould 
be detested in the oil. !?he main product was diphenyldiethyl-
lead (48^). The boiling point was 160-165V3 aJid the 
index of refraction was 1.6300 at 20®. Moller and Pfeiffer 
(32) gave a value of 1.5939 for the index of refraction of di-^ 
phenyldiethyllead at 18® and a value of 1.6435 for the density 
at SO®, Diphenyldiethyllead was prepared according to the 
directions of uBller and Pfeiffer and was found to give an 
index of refraction value of 1.6128 at 18®. fhe boiling point 
was 160-.162®/3 aa. and the density was 1.6410 at 20®. It was 
disolved in e^er and cleaved with hydrogen chloride gas t© 
give diethyllead dicliloride idiieh gave tetraethyllead i&en 
treated with excess ethylmagneslua bromide. 
fhe red solution, obtained fro® the addition of one equiv­
alent of diphenyllead dlbromide to four equivalents of lithiua 
dissolved in liquid ammonia, was stirred for fifteen minutes 
and then an excess of ethyl bromide was added to it. fhe reac­
tion was worked up in the customary Bianner and 2.5 g. of an 
oil was obtained « 1.6308) . fhis would correspond to a 
59.7^ yield of dlphenyldiethyllead. A trace of triphsnylethyl-
(22) MoUer and Pfeiffer, Ber.. 2443 (1916). 
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Itad wm isolated by fractional crystalllaatlon from methanol. 
The saE© reaction, in which th© red solution was stirred 
for tMrtj fflinutfis befor© the addition of ethyl bromide, ga^e 
3 g. of oil <a|°® « 1.6230) or a 71.5^ yield of diphenyldl-
ethyllead. Check experiments gave 2.5 g. and 2.6 g. of di-
phenyldiethyllead « 1.6210). 
A yield of 3,5 g. or 59.7^ of diphenyldiethyllead was 
obtained when th© red solution was stirred for forty-fiv© ain-
latee before the addition of ethyl bromide, fhe yield was only 
3.3 g. or 55^ when the red solution was stirred for one hour 
befor© the addition of ethyl bromide. 
Mphenyllead Dibromide and Sodium, fhe addition of one 
equivalent (5.2 g., 0.01 mole) of diphenyllead dibromide to a 
llqytid ammonia solution of four equivalents (0.93 g., 0,04 g. 
atom) of sodium produced a red-pujrple colored solution idiioh 
was stirred for thirty ainutes, and then m excess of ethyl 
bromide was added to it. Stirring was continued for fifteen 
iilmites and then dry ether was added, fhe solution was 
stirred for an additional hour, and it was filtered as soon as 
the ll{?2ld mmnla. had evaporated, fhe ether filtrate left 
g,4 g. of an oil upon evaporation of the ether. This wuld be 
a 57.3^ yield of dlphenyldiethyllead. The oil gave an Index 
of refraction value of 1.6306 at 20«. Oleavage in ether solu­
tion by iiydrogen chloride gas gave a "idilte solid which gave 
only tetrasthyllead upon treatment with excess etliylma^esluia 
broialde. 
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Diphenylle^d Blbroatlde and PotagelTM* fhe addition of 5.2 
g. Co.01 mole) of diphtenyllead dibromide to a liquid affiis»3nls 
solution of 1.56 g. (0.04 g. atom) of potassium gave a purpl© 
oolored ©olution. fhe pui^le solution was stirred for thirty 
minutes ^ d th#n an excess of ethyl broraide waa added^ After 
stirring for fifteen minutes, dry ether was added and the stir~ 
ring was then continued for an additional hour. 5h© reaetion 
was irorked up in the ouatomary Eaanner and only 1 g. of an oil 
was obtained {n|^* « 1.6110). This would be a 30^ yield of 
diphenyldiethyllead « 1,6138). 
Diphenyllead Pibromide and Oaleiua. A brown oolored solu­
tion was obtained by the addition of 5.3 g. (0.01 mole) of 
dipii^nyllead dibromide to a liquid aaanonia solution of 0.8 g. 
(0,02 g. atom) of oaloium. fhe solution was stirred for thirty 
fflinutefi and an excess of ethyl beside was added. Ether was 
added and th© reaction was worked up in the usual laanner. fhe 
oil Miounted to 2.2 g. and gave an index of refraction mlu© 
of 1.6240 at 20®. A small amount of triphenylethyllead was 
isolated. Cleavage of th® oil by hydrogen chloride in ether 
solution yielded a white solid which gave a mixture of phenyl-
triethyllead « 1.5762) and diphenyldiethyllead * 
1.6140) upon treatment with excess ethylsiagnesiuBi broaide. 
There was no evidence of tetraethyllead, so the oil apparently 
contained no appreciable amount of diphenyldiethyllead, but 
was chiefly triphenylethyllead which would not crystallize. 
A toajwn sample of triphenylethyllead gave a mixture of phenyl-
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triethyllead and dlphenyldletbyllead upon cleavage with hydro­
gen chloride and subeequant treatment with excess ©thyla^neslum 
bromide. 
Dlphenyllead Blbroialde and Strontlim. fhe addition of 
5.2 g. (O.Gl mlB) of dlphenyllead dlbrorald® to a liquid apmonia 
solution of 1.75 g. <0.02 g. atom) of strontium produced a 
brown solution. It was stirred for thirty minutes, treated 
with ethyl bromide, and then worked up in the saiae manner as 
the preceding oalclum experiment, fhe remlting 2.2 g. of 
oil gave an index of refraction value of 1.6370 at 30®. Hydro­
gen Qlilorlde cleavage and subsequent treatment ulth excess 
ethylmagneslum bromide gave a mixture of phenyltrlethyllead 
and dlphenyldlethyllead indicating the oil was chiefly tri-
phenyl© tl^ll ead. 
Diphenyllead Slbroiaide and Bariuffl. A black colored solu­
tion was formed by the addition of 5.2 g* (0.01 mole) of di-
lead dibroffiide to a llqpid aifflionia solution of 2.74 g. (0«03 
g, atora) of barium, freatment of the black solution with ethyl 
broiBide in the custosary laanner gave 1 g. of oil which had an 
index of refraction value of 1.6380 at 30®. Ooolisg a meth­
anol solution of the oil precipitated 0»B g. of triphenylethyl-
lead (mixed m.p., 43®), but the reiaalnder would not crystallize. 
]^ drogen chloride cleavage and subsequent treatment with excess 
ethylmagnesiUBi bromide did not give enough liquid to separate 
the pisDducts. The first few drops of distillate were phenyl­
trlethyllead (lif^® « 1.5770). 
nt -
Diphenyllead Pi^iodide and Lithium, fhe addition of 12.3 
g. CO.02 ool©) of dij^enyllead dl~iodide ^owly diaohai^ed the 
blue oolor of a -80® oooled ether-liquid ammonia solution of 
0.S5 g« (0.08 g, atom) of lithium and formed a red colored 
solution. After stilling the solution for thirty minutes, an 
exoems of ettiyl broaide was added. The ether solution was 
filtered after the liquid asarwnia had evaporated. Svaporation 
of the ether filtrate left 4.2 g. of oil ishioh gave an index 
of refraotion value of 1,6810 at 20®. 
Anal. Galod. for (CeHft)8FbCC«H«)»S Pb, 49.4. Founds 
Pb, 49.2. 
fh© oil distilled at 170-175V5 Jssi.# and the distillate gave 
an ind@3E of refraction value of 1.6222 at 20® and a density of 
1.6400 at 20®. fhe lead percentages were now 48.0 and 48.9, 
A eheolE run usii^ 5,2 g. of diphenyllead di-iodide gave 
2.4 g. of oil wMoh had an ii^ex of refraction value of 1.6322 
at 20®. Cooling a methanol solution of the oil induced 0.3 g. 
of triphenylethyllead to crystaHize. The remainder of the oil 
was probably diphenyldiethyllead. 
fhe reverse addition of four equivalents (0.28 g.^ 0.04 g. 
atom) of lithium to a liquid ^ monia suspension of one equiv­
alent (6.2 g., 0.01 ffiole) of diphenyllead di-iodide produced 
a blaofc colored solution. Addition of an excess of benzyl 
chloride yielded 2.7 g. (25^ ) of triphenylbenzyllead (laixed 
IB.p., 93®). 
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Dlpfaanylle&dL Olfluorlde and Addition of 4 g. 
(0.01 mole) ©f diphenyllead dlflaoride to a liquid aiamonia 
solution of 0.28 g, (0,04 g. atoia) of lithium and subsequent 
treataeat with ethyl broiaide in th© usual mmmr gaife 3 g. of 
m oil ifhieh had an index of refraction value of 1.6195 at SO®, 
fhi® TOuld be a 48^ yield of diphenyldiethyllead « 1.6138), 
Diphenyllead Diciiloride and Lithiua. frealaent of the 
red solution, for»ed from th© addition of 4.32 g. (0.01 aole) 
of diphenyllead diohlorid© to a liquid mmnla. solution of 0,2S 
g, (0,04 g, atom) of lithium, with «xeesg ethyl bromide in the 
oustoaary manner gave 3.3 g. of an oil which had an iMes of 
refraetlon 'ralue of 1.6198 at 20®. fhi a would be a 55^ yield 
of diph©nyldi©thyll«ad 1.6138). 
Sinoe the index of refraction values did not check those 
of teowi samples of diphenyldl®thylle&d well, a large 
scale experiaent was run to ascertain the eaiact nature of the 
oil which was obtained from reactions between diphenyllead 
dihalides and four equivalents of setal. 
One equivalent (13 g., 0.03 mole) of diphenyllead dichlor-
ide was added over a period of fifteen minutes to 300 cc. of a 
liquid aiBiaonia solution of four equivalents (0.84 g», 0,12 g. 
atom) of llthluB. fhe red solution was stirred for fifteen 
lalnutes and an excess of ethyl bromide was added. Dry ether 
was then added and stirring was continued for an additional 
hour. After the liquid aisaaonia had evaporated, the mixture 
was filtered, fhe filtrate was evaporated and the 6 g, of 
* * 
oil Was ooffiMiied with the oil from five similar rune salclng a 
total of about 3§ g. of oil, fhe oil wan fraotlonatod at 3 a®, 
from a good ooluEan into seven fraotione. fhe boiling point 
raided fro® SO-ITSV^ am.* and the index of refraction values 
at 20® Increased from 1.5300 to 1.6420, The seven fractions 
were divided into three fraotions according to their refractive 
index values. The first group oontalned all fraotions 'Wftiioh 
had an iifiex of refraotion below 1.6000, and the second group 
oontalned those fraotions whi#i had m index of refraotion 
value above 1.6300. The fraotions possessing IntenBedlate 
values comprised the third group and contained the lai^est 
amount of liquid. Fractionation of this group was effeeted 
over a range of 108-.175V2-3 im. with the majority of liquid 
distilling at 160»170V2-3 am. Refraotlon&tlon of this jxjrtlon 
gave 15 g. (30^ ^ eld) of dlphenyldlethyllead, b.p.# 158-161V 
8 
Anal. Galod. for (CeHaJ^PbCOaHg),: Fb, 49.4; n|^\ 
1.6128J d^** « 1.6410. Founds Pb, 40.3, 49.3| « 
1.6150 J d®®"* « 1.6401. 
The found value for the refraotiv© index is probably more 
aaourate than those previously reported since other saaples 
of diphenyldiethyllead were not fractionated as well as tails 
particular 8®aple. 
Refraotlonation of the second group, the triphenylethyl-
lead fraction, gave a small ^ ount of diphenyldiethyllead and 
6 g. of trlphenylethyllead (laixed ©.p., 4S®). Tlils would 
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aceoimt for a eomrerslon of lead la dlphenylle&d dlchlor-
ide to lead In trlphenyleti^yllead. 
Eefraotlonation of the first group gave 1 g, (1.7^) of 
tstraethyllead wMoh lK)lled at 60®/^ laa. aud had an index of 
refraction of 1.5200 at 20* » 1,5198) and 2 g. (3.0^) 
of ph®ayltrieth|'llead which boiled at 115-116V3 
Aaal* Oaled. for Gj.H«Pb{CaH«)aS Pb. 55.fil 1.5762. 
rottndl Fb, 56»0, 56.2; 1,5730, 
the ether insoluble material tvom th© eorabined rans was 
waited with water and dried. The dried powder was waslied with 
ohloTOform and then treated i^lth warn amraoniua ac®tat® solution. 
Two gratas of a brown-graj powder did not dissolve* Heating 
the powder gave lead oxide and lead, fhe powder was probabli' 
a mixture of insoluble organolead cosijjounds and metalllo lead 
whieh OGUld not be separated, treatment of the amaonium acetate 
solution with potaasiua diohromat© solution preeipitated 15 g, 
of lead ehromate which corresponded to a 26% yield of inorganio 
lead ooffipounds. 
aissarlzing# one equivalent of diphenyllead dibroaide and 
four equivalents of lithium ufjon treatment with ethyl bromide 
gave 36 g. of an oil (46,5^, based on dlphenyldiethyliead) and 
a 3^ yield of inorganic lead eompounds. fhe oil was separated 
into 1 g. of tetraethyllead, S g. of phenyltriethyllead, 6 g. 
of triphenylethyllead and 15 g. of diphenyldlethyllead. fhig 
would indicate that a 20^ yield of Ciilithlua diphenyllead had 
been prepared. 
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A cmid© yield of 3E g. of oil was obtained from the addi­
tion of ethyl bromide to the red solution liAiiGh had been pre­
pared from one equivalent of dlphenyllead dichloride and six 
equivalents of lithium. The experlaent was perfomed in ex­
actly the same oanner as the previous one with four equivalents 
of lithium, Fraotionation of the oil gave 5.5 g. (9,5^) of 
tetraethyllead, a g. (3,0^) of phenyltrlethyllead, 6.5 g, {7,?^) 
of trlphenylethyllead and 9 g. {12%) of diphenyldiethyllead. 
frlphenyllead and Three Equlvalenta of Sodium. One equiv-
^ent (4.38 g,, 0.01 mole) of triphenyllead (33) was added to 
a liquid ammonia solution of three equivalents (0.69 g., 0.03 
g. atoa) of eodlua. fhe blue solution was stirred for one 
hour and then treated with excess ethyl bromide. Dry ether 
was added and the reaction was worked up in the oustoaary 
manner to give 3.2 g. of an oil which orystallized fro® a 
methanol solution, ^^liree grains (64.5^) of pure trlphenyl­
ethyllead was isolated (aixed ffi.p,, 42**), 
Dillthlua Dlphenyllead and .teaoniuai Broiaide. Dilithlua 
dlphenyllead was prepared by adding 10.4 g. (0.08 mole) of 
dlphei^llead dibroralde to a liquid asamonla solution of 0.56 g. 
(0,08 g. atom) of lithium, fhe reddi^-blaok solution was 
stirred for thirty minutes and 3.84 g. (0.04 mole) of astaonlua 
bromide was added in ®mall araounts. A deep red color developed 
during the early stages of the addition, but the solution 
(33) Sllaan and Bailie, J. Am. Chem. 3oo.. 61, 731 (1939). 
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turned black before all the ammonium bx^alde was added, fh® 
reaction flask was connected to a gas burette and 59 co. of 
gas wae collected. The gas consisted of 0.5 oo. of unsatur­
ates and 58,5 cc. of hydrogen (13^)* fhe presence of hydro­
gen oould not be found in numerous check runs so it was 
probably formed in this reaction from free lithiu® and 
asaonium broulde. Ether was added to the black solution and 
the liquid ammonia was allowed to evapoj^te while a streas 
of nitrogen ^ e.a passed through the flask. The mixture was 
filtered under nitrogen, fhe residue was extracted with 
ohlorofom and the tracts were combined with ^fiie ether 
filtrate. Hemoval of the solvent left 1.3 g. (IS^) of trl-
phenyllead. 1'here was no indication of the formation of ae« 
tallic lead, but a considerable aiaount of inorganic lead 
compounds wa« fomed. 
The addition of 1.92 g. (0.03 mole) of ammonium broaid© 
to a reddish-black colored liquid aiaaonia solution of dl-
lithlua dithenyllead (0.02 mole) produced a deep red colored 
solution wiiich stayed red for about fifteen lalnutes after 
the ammonium bromide Imd been added and then turned black. 
Mo hydrogen was found. The only products were triphenyllead 
and Inorganic lead compounds. 
The addition of 0.48 g. (0.005 sole) of anHBoniua bromide 
to a reddish-black liquid amaonia solution of dillthium di-
phenyllead {0»01 mole) produced a deep red colored solution 
which was filtered through a sintered plate, fhe red color 
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ohas^ed to blaok before all the aminonla had evaporated. The 
oaly jxroduots were triphenyllead and Inoi^anio lead compounds. 
Numerous cheo3s runs gave the sarae results. Heaotlons oooled 
at •80® gav® essentially the same results. So hydrogen was 
©volved at any time during th® reaction. 
Attempted Igolation of Pllithiuffl Dlphenyllead. Filtra-
tion of th© reddlBh-hlaok sDlutions of dllithius dlphenyllead, 
prepared by the addition of one equivalent of dijtoenyllead di-
browide to a liquid aoaaonia solution of four equivalents of 
lithium, gave a clear red solution which turned black after 
most of taie liquid asmonia had evaporated. Addition of 
ether, benzene or trl-o-butyl amine did not stabilize the 
red color, treatment of the filtered red solution with ethyl 
bi^miae gave an oil which consisted largely of dlphenyldi-
ethyllead although a small amount of triphenylethyllead 
was isolated. The black precipitate consisted mlnly of in­
organic lead oojapounds and a siaall asaount of triphenyllead. 
Dilithiusi Piphenyllead and Diphenyllead Dibroraide. Di-
llthium diphenyllead waa prepared by the addition of 5.2 g. 
{0.01 ffiole) of diphenyllead dibrouiide to a liquid ammonia 
solution of 0.28 g. (0.04 g. atom) of lithium, ^he reddish-
black solution was stirred for thirty fflinutee and oooled to 
-80®. The addition of 5.3 g. (0.01 mole) of diphenyllead 
dibroaide produced a black color and gave 4 g. (45.5^) of 
triphenyllead and a considerable aiaount of inorganic lead 
compounds. 
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Redaotlon of Plphenyllead Dlhalides by Hydrop^Qn. A 
petroli^iia ether suspension of the diphenyllead dihalldes 
(0,0025 mole) was shaken for one hour with 3 g« of palladium 
catalyst in the presence of hydrogen at atsospheri© pressure. 
Only dlpheayllead dl'-lodlde gave ai^ evidence of reaction, 
^riphenyllead was reduced ooapletely to benaens and Inorganlo 
lead oo^ouads. fhe catalyst wae prepared by adding 1 g. 
of palladiusi oliloride to a water euspenaloa of 50 g. of 
freshly precipitated calcium carbonate. ¥a3®iog the aoltt-
tion precipitated palladium in a finely divided state, fhe 
suspension was filtered, washed free of chlorides, dried and 
powdered (34), 
Treatsent of a petroleum ether suspension of the dlphenyl-
lead dlhalldes (0.0025 mole) with 2 g. of catalyst ia th© 
presence of hydrogen at 30 lbs. pressure for one hour gave 
benzene and probably lead halides. Diphenyllead di-Iodide 
formed blphenyl instead of the expected benzene, pjrobably 
due to the Aeoomposition of this unstable organolead halide. 
The extent of the reaction was measured by the amount of lead 
chromate isolated after adding potassiuia dichroaate solution 
to an amonlum acetate solution of the residue frost the reac­
tion. Oiphenyllead di-lodlde gave a quantitative yield of 
lead chroraate, diphenylload dlbromide was reduced approximate­
ly 50% and dlpheayllead dldilorlde and dlfluoride reacted 
almost as well as the dibramide. ^e values did not check 
(34) Busch and Stdve# Ber.» 49, 1063 (1916). 
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ve3^ consistently for the bromides, chloride® and fluorides. 
A larger scale experisient was run in order to identify ben­
zene. A petroleum ether (b.p., 90-115®) suspension of 10.4 
g. (O.OS sole) of diphenyllead dibromide was shaken for 
twenty-four hours tidth 10 g. of catalyst in the presenoe of 
hydrogen at 30 lbs. pressure. The reaotion mixture was fil­
tered, and wastoed with petroleum ether. "Jhe filtrate was ni­
trated and approximately 1 g. of m-dinitrobenzene (mixed 
a.p., 90®) was obtained, fhe residue from the reaotion was 
treated with warn amBioniuiB acetate solution and filtered. 
Addition of potassiuii diohromate solution to the filtrate 
precipitated 3 g. of lead chromate (47^). 
!fhere was no evidence for the formation of diphenyllead 
which night be formed from the decomposition of diphenyllead 
dihydrid®, fhe solutions were never colored red. 
iSmJcing the diphenyllead dihalides (0.0035 mole) for 
twenty-four hours with 3 g. of palladium catalyst in the 
presence of liydrogen at 30 lbs. pressure allowed coiaplete 
reduction. Raney nickel (35) also gave complete reduction 
uMer these 0i;)nditl0ns. The use of Kaney nickel as the 
catalyst produced inconsistent results when the reaction 
was mn for one hour only. 
Triphenyllead halides beliaved similarly and were COBS-
pletely reduced after one hour of shaking at 30 lbs. pressure. 
(35) Covert and Adkins, J. Am. Ghem. Soc., 54, 4116 (1932). 
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Plphenyllead Dlohloride and Alumlmm, A mixture of 8,6 
g. (0.02 laole) of diphenyllead dichlorldt# 50 oc« of two nor­
mal sodium hydroxide and 2 g. of 200 aeeh activated alumliiuit 
was heated by means of a water bath for two hours, fhe dl-
pheRyllead dlohlorlde was recovered unchanged. Activated 
lead and zinc wer® also used without sueoesa. The alumluam 
was activated by heating In alkali, the lead by heating 
in dilute nitric acid and the zinc by treating with hydro­
chloric acid, 
Biethyllead diclxLoride and triphenyllead chloride did 
not react, but triethyllead chloride gave a red-yellow oil 
which was probably triethyllead since Keln and Ileln (36) 
have prepared triethyllead in this sanner. 
Diphepyllead Bichloride and Hydrazine Hydrate, Mi ether 
euepension of S,6 g. (0,02 mole) of diphenyllead dichloride, 
2 g* (0.04 laole) of hydrazine hydrate and a*5 g, of sodium 
oarbonate was refluxed for tw houre but no appreciable 
reaction occurred. Under the same condltlone, 9.4 g. (0.02 
mole) of triphenyllead chloride gave 0.1 g. (9.7^) of tetra-
phenyllead (slxed m.p,, 225®). Shere was no Indication of 
the formation of triphenyllead. fhe sssse reaction at 0® gave 
only a trace of tetraphenyllead. Reaction at room tempera­
ture wi^Siout sodium carbonate produced about 0,1 g. of tetra-
phenyllead but no triphenyllead. 
Lead MercaPtide and Phenylllthium. Lead mercaptide (27) 
(26) Hein and Klein, Ber.. 2361 (1938). 
(07) Borgstroja, Ellis aM Reid, J. Am. Ohem. Soc., 51, 3649 
(1929). 
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Fas prepared by adding an aloohollo solution of ethyl oer-
oeptide to a warm 50^ alcoholio solution of 1/4 molar lead 
aoetate. The solution was heated to boiling and the lead mer-
oaptide oi^atallized upon being cooled. The crystals were 
filtered and recrystalllzed from chloroform. To an ether 
aolution of phenylllthluia {0.05 sole), cooled in an loe-salt 
bath, was added 8,3 g. (0»025 mole) of lead meroaptide. 
After thirty minutes of stirring, the reaction alxture began 
to darken, and it was black at the end of aix hours. Tlie 
reaction was hydsxslyzed and filtered under nitrogen. The 
yellow ether filtrate left 2 g. of a yellow oil and 0.1 g. 
of a white solid upon reaoval of the ether. The white solid 
was extracted with a small amount of hot aloohol. Tlie al­
cohol was evaj>orated and 0,06 g. of solid was left which 
darkened at 160® and melted at 200-S35®. It wae apparently 
a mixture of trlphenyllead and tetraphenyllead. Pure tetra-
phenyllead (jmlxed m.p., 325®) was obtained from the mixture 
after several recairstalllEations from alcohol. 
The yellow liquid turned black upon distillation due to 
dls®5lved quantities of trlphenyllead since traces of tetra-
phenyllead and metallic lead were found in the residue. The 
distillate amounted to 1.1 g. of an almost colorless oil 
which boiled at 148-153® and gave an Index of refraction 
value of 1.5076 at ao**. Diethyl disulfide boila at 153® 
and has an Index of refraction value of 1.5063 at SO®, 
It probably is foraed by the oxidation of ethyl iiercaptaa 
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or iitlila® sereaptide, 
fhe residue wlileJi was obtained fron th# j^-ltratlon of 
the original reaction mixture was ehiefly unreaoted lead 
meroaptide, but small amounts of tetraphenyllead and 0,3 g. 
<11,S^) of ©©tallio l®ad ^ ere isolated. 
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BISCUSSIOM OF BSSULfS 
All attsmpts to prepare diphenylleaa fro® lead ohlorld® 
and phenylaagaeslum bromide, using the eacaet directions of 
Krauee and Reissaus (18) were uaauooesaful. A red colored 
solution was not obtained ^ en the reaction was 3?un at the 
speolfied 2®. The best temperature for obtaining a red 
colored solution was found to lie between -g aiwl 0®, The 
Qolore exhibited, both in the solutions and in the solids, 
were probably due to small amounts of divalent organolead 
radicals, but the yields were so small that a satisfactoi^ 
separation from trlvalent organolead oompcainds oould not be 
effected. 
Ifee unusual stability of trioyclohexyllead (13) su^ested 
the possibility that dleyolohexyllead might be stable enough 
to pemit isolation. CyolohexylmagneslUBi chloride and lead 
chloride gave a ralxture of tidcyclohexyllead and dlcyclohexyl-
lead which oould not be separated. 
At the present time there Is no account where anyone has 
checfeed the preparation of dlphenyllead* Another worker in 
these laboratories obtained a red solution and a small aasount 
of red solid which was not analyzed. However, In a repeat 
run, h® was unable to obtain a red colored solution. It is 
quite likely that Krause and Reissaus did prepare dlphenyllead. 
However, they were unable to consistently obtain good results 
and stated that it was necessary to use Kahlbaua cj^stalllne 
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lead csfalorlde. No ©:^erliaents were tried using lahlbauia lead 
©hlorld® in these lalsoratoriee. Tim use of benzene ae the re-> 
action aediufii alwai's gave coBipounds which appeared to have 
toensene of orjetallization. It is odd that Krause and Relasaua 
did not obtain dii:tienyllead with benzene of opystallization 
when benzene was used as the reaction eolyent. friphenyllead 
is isolated with benzene of oi^stallization under mQh condi­
tions (18), and it ia to be expected that diphenyllead would 
exhibit this tendency to even a greater extent. 
It is certain that the reaction between lead chloride 
and phenylmagnesiuffi bromide is of no value as a preparation 
for large aaounta of diphenyllead for reaction studies. It 
might be that the use of a highly electronegative radical or 
the use of a large molecule would allow isolation ©f the dl» 
valent organolead radicals from the reaction between lead 
chloride and Orignard reagents. 
fh@ success of li<|uid ammonia reactions in the prepara­
tion of divalent organctin radicals and the fact that oj^ano-
lead halM.es are not araiaonolyzed in liquid aiiaonia led to the 
investigation of the reduction of diphei^llead dihalides in 
liquid ammonia as a means of prepariJig diphenyllead. The ex­
pected reaction, + 8M ^{0||H8)aPb + SMX, either 
did not take place or more likely occurred, and the diphenyl­
lead reacted further. It ia possible that diphenyllead is 
decoiaposed in liquid ammonia. Decomposition of diphenyllead 
to triphenyllead and metallic lead did not occur unless the 
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metalllo lead reacted with some of the ®ibstano©® to give In-
or^aaio lead ooEgsounds, beoauae no aetallio lead was isolated 
in the reactions. 
Mdition of two ©<pivalente of alfeali metals to one equiv­
alent of diphenyllead dihalldea in liquid aiaraonla produced a 
blaolS ©olored solution whioh yielded triphenyllead and Inorganle 
lead 0offlpound@ upon evaporation of th© liquid asiiaonla. fhere 
wa« some Indieation for the fosmtion of very small amounts of 
diphenyllead oxide in a few experiments, supposedly due to 
oxidation of diphenyllead. Maition of etliyl bromide to the 
blaek colored liquid ammonia solutions gave a soapound whloh 
appeared to b© triphenyllead with ethyl bromide of erystalllga-
tion. 
Tim addition of four equivalents of lithium to diphenyl­
lead dlhalides in liquid a^onla yielded blao^ eolored solutions 
which gave tidphenyllead and inorganic lead compounds upon 
evaporation of the liquid asasonia. freatment of the blaok eol-
©red liquid aimonla solutions with ethyl bzKjmide and beniyl 
chloride piroduoed triplienylethyllead and trlphenylbenzyllead, 
respectively, fhese reactions are characteristic of lithium 
triphenyllead {28)« 
f^ie reverse addition of one ©cjiivalent of diphenyllead 
dihalldea to four equivalents of lithlusi dissolved in liquid 
awaonia yielded red solutions which gave chiefly inorganic 
(28) Unpublished studies by Mr. R. ¥. Leeper of these labom-
torles. 
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lead Gompouiida and a small amount of triphenyllead upon evapor­
ation of the liquid ammonia. Treatment of th© red oolored 
liquid QiaQonia, solutions with ethyl broiald® gave Inorg^io lead 
compounds and an oil uhXoh. was about sixty per oent diphenyl-
dlethyllead. The oil also oontalned twenty-five per oent trl~ 
pher^lethrllead, eight per oent phenyltriethyllead and four 
per cent tetraethyllsad. It is assumed tl'ia.t the oliief reaction 
wag the formation of dilithlua diphenyllead which reacted trith 
eti^l bxofflide to give diphenyldiethyllead. fhe results of 
these reactions are summarized in Table I. ©le diphenyllead 
table i 
Reaetions of Diphenyllead Pihalldes, Lithiuai and Ethyl Bromide 
Slphtnyllead dihalide 
Diphenyllead dl»iodide 
Diphenyllead dlbroffllde 
Diphenyllead diohlorlde 
Diphenyllead difluorlde 
dlhalldes (0,01 mole) were added to four equivalents of lithium 
<0,04 mole) dlseolved in liquid ammonia, and the reailting red 
aolutions were stirred for thirty minutes and then an excess 
of ethyl bromide was added to It. The reanltii^ oils were 
ohiefly diphenyldlethyllead which has an index of refraction 
of 1,6138 at 18*. It la apparent that diphenyllead dlbromlde 
and diphenyllead diohlorlde are the best halldes to use in th© 
yield of oil Up 
2.4 g. 1.6223 
2.5 g. 1.6210 
3.3 g. 1.6198 
3.0 g. 1.6195 
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preparation of dillthlua dlphenyllead baaed on both yield and 
purity of pTOduct. Lithium and sodium are the best aietals to 
use In the preparation of HjjPbHa oospounds. This is shown in 
fable II which gives the results of the addition of dlphenyl-
MLE II 
Reactlone of Diphenyllead Mbromide> Metale and Sthyl Bromide 
Metal 
Lithium 
Sodium 
Potassium 
Oaloiura 
Strontium 
Barium 
Color of Solution Yield of Oil nf 
red 
red-purple 
purple 
brown 
brown 
blaok 
2.5 g. 
3.4 g. 
1.0 g. 
3.3 
a.a g. 
1.0 
1.6310 
1.6206 
1.6110 
1.6240 
1.6370 
1.68^  
lead dibTOiaide (0.01 sole) to liquid ammonia solutions of var­
ious metal a. The resulting solutions were stirred for thirty 
minutes and then an excess of ethyl broailde wae added, fh® 
oil from lithium, sodium and potassium was chiefly dlphenyl-
diethyllead. fhe oil from calcium, barium and etrontlua was 
mainly triphenylethyllead. 
The mechanism of the reaction between dlphenyllead di-
halides and four equivalents of lithium la not understood. 
The addition of lithium to the dihalldes aiust have formed 
lithium triphenyllead since treatment with ethyl bromide gave 
triphenylethyllead. Dlphenyllead aiay be formed and then de-
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eompose# to trlplienyllead slnoe the addition of lithium devel­
ops a red ajlor which almost iaiaediatelj- turns black. There 
is always an ©xoess of dihalide and apparently the initially 
fomed diphenyllead deoomposed before enough llthiut© oould be 
added to give the dilithium addition compound. Ths lithiuBi 
at the end of the reaction added to triphenyllead to give 
lithitua tiljtienyllead. fhe manner of decomposition of di** 
phenyllead is not known. It is apparently changed to triphenyl-
lead and coaplex inorganic lead compounds in liquid ammonia. 
fhe reverse add.ition of one equivalent of the diphenyllead 
dihalides to four equivalents of lithium proceeds in a different 
manner, fhere is always a lai^e excess of lithium and the Ini­
tially formed diphenyllead adds lithium to give dilithius di­
phenyllead. This is the chief reaction since treatment of the 
red solution with ethyl bromide gives an oil which is sixty 
per cent diphenyldiethyllead yield). Side reactions 
occur since the oil also contains triphenyleth^llead (7. 
yield), phenyltriethyllead (3.0^) and tetraethyllead (1.7^), 
Randoa interchange (29) does not seem likely since no catalyst 
was present to effect such an equilibrium reaction, and the 
yields of product vrere not present in the amounts required by 
an interchange reaction. Furthermore, no tetraphenyllead could 
be isolated. 
A possible explanation is the partial disproportionation 
(29) Galingaert and Beatty, J. M* Ohem. Soc., 61, 3748 (1939). 
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of <llll"&.ium dlphencfllead to give lltMum triphenkyHead and 
tPlllthiuEi phenyllead. Treatiaent of these compounds with ethyl 
b3?offiid0 s^iould give the sam© per cent yields of triphenylethyl-
lead m& phenyltriethyllead. Actually, the yield of triphenyl-
©tl^llead is more than twice the yield of phenyltriethyllead. 
The high yield of triphenylethyllead could be due to deooispoei-
tion of the initially foraed diphenyllead (p. 137), and the low 
yield of phenyltriethyllead could be due to disproportionation 
of trilithium phenyllead into dilithium diphenyllead and tetra-
litliiuis lead which would account for the formation of tetra-
ethyllead upon treatment with etlyi brociide. Cleavage of tri­
lithium phenyllead by lithium to give tetralithiue lead and 
phenyllithiuia would aleo account for the foriaation of tetra* 
etliyllead. Phenyllithium would react with the liquid aaiaonla 
to give benzene and lithium amide. 
Cleavage reaction® could account for other products of 
the reaction. For exaaiple, the main reaction could be the 
fonaation of lithium triphenyllead (p. 137) followed by eueees-
aive eleavagee to give the various lithiuia-lead oompounde 
which would react with ethyl bromide to yield the phenylethyl-
lead compounds. It is very unlikely that lithiua triphenyl­
lead is cleaved by lithium to yield dilithium diphenyllead, 
because sodium triphenyllead is not cleaved by aodiua la 
liquid ammonia. 
If dilithiuiB diphenyllead is cleaved by lithium then the 
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use of six equivalents of lithium instead of four equivalents 
of litSiiu® should lower the jield of dilithium diphei^llead 
and inerease the yields of trilitMum phenyllead and tetra-
lithiUBi lead. Treatment of the lithiuffi-phenyl oospoands, pr^ 
pared from the addition of one equivalent of diphenyllead dl-
ohloride to six equivalents of lithium in liquid aamonia, with 
excess e^yl bromide gives triphenylethyllead {7.7^), diphenyl-
diethyllead (IS^), phenyltriethyllead (3.0^) and tetraethyllead 
(9*5^). The yield of diphenyldiethyllead was reduoed ei^^t 
per eent and the eoffibined yields of phenyltriethyllead and 
tetrae^yllead w&re increased seven and eight-tenths per cent 
which would indicate that cleavage of dilithium diphenyllead 
may have occurred. 
Diphenyltia dihydride ie unstable and deoompoeeB into 
diphenyltin and hydrogen (14). fhe corresponding reaction 
was tried with lead cospounds but no hydrogen was evolved at 
any time daring the preparation of dilithium diphenyllead, 
during the addition of ammoniuia bromide or during the evapora­
tion of liquid aBJBionia. hydrogen was evolved in one reaction, 
but this was apparently due to a bad preparation of dilithiuia 
diphenyllead in ^diich some excess lithiua reacted with the 
aHffioniuB bromide to liberate hydrogen. Ilhe addition of email 
amounts of amaonium broraide to dilithiuia diphenyllead produeed 
a blood-red colored solution, but only triphenyllead and in* 
oz^anic lead compounds could be isolated. This reaction is 
very similar to the addition of amiaonium bromide to sodium 
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trlphenyllead (23). It is etill a matter of speoulation whether 
the hlghXy unatable organolead hydrides oan be foiled, even as 
interfflMlates. 
fhe addition of oompounds to ooiapottnds 
yielded RgSn eompounde (14), but the addition of dlphenyllead 
dlbromlde to ^lithium dlphenyllead gave only trlphenyllead 
and Inorganic lead eompotinda. 
Attempt8 to prepare dlphenyllead dihydrlde, or Its deoos» 
position pro^ct dlphenyllead, by the reduction of dlphenyllead 
dlhalldes with hydrogen and catalyst were unsuccessful. Benzene 
and inorganic lead coapounds were the usual prsoducts of the 
reaction, perhaps due to cleavage of the organolead compounds 
by the hydrogen halide foraed in the reaction, fhe catalyst 
was suspended on caloium carbonate, and it was hoped that the 
hydrogen halide would react first with the calcluffi carbonate. 
Hein and Klein (26) liave prepared triethyllead by the 
reduction of triethyllead chloride with alumlnuBi, lead or zinc. 
Attempts to prepare divalent organolead oompounds by the reduc* 
tion of organolead dlhalides with aluminum, lead or zinc did 
not work because the dlhalides would not react. 
Treatment of dlphenyllead diohlorlde with hydrazine hydrate 
in boiling alcohol gives tetraphenyllead (30), tPhe possibility 
of the intermediate formation of dlphenyllead led to an inves­
tigation of the reaction at lower temperatures. Ko appreciable 
reaction occurred between dlphenyllead dichloride and hydrazine 
(30) Gilfflan and Bamett, Rec. trav. chim.. 5S, 563 (1936). 
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hfdrate In refluxlng ether solution. There was no evidence for 
the interaediat© fonaation of triphenyllead In reactions between 
trlphenyllead ohloride and hydrazine hydrate in ether solution 
at 0® or at the refluxlng temperature of ether. Only aaall 
yields of tetraphenyllead were isolated. 
fhe ethoxide groups of ethyl borate can be replaoed by 
R giTOupg of organo»etalllo compounds to pjpoduce oi^anoboron 
compounds (31). fhe cloae similarity of salfur to oxygen sug­
gested the possibility of replacing the ae:^aptide radioala 
in lead mercaptide by R groups to form RaPb compounds. Lead 
mercaptide was chosen instead of lead ethoxide because it is 
stable and easily prepared. Lead mercaptide was added to an 
ether solution of phenyllithium, cooled in an lee-salt bath. 
fhe «83>ected reaction, PbCSCaHsJa 20«H||L1 *• 
•¥ SLlSGjiHg, took place but did not stop at the dlphenyllead 
stage. Dlphenyllead was decomposed to trlphenyllead, tetra­
phenyllead and aetallio lead. 
(31) Prai&land and IHippa, Ann., 115. 319 (1860). 
\ 
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The literature of divalent organometalllc radleals of 
geraaniu®, tin and lead has been reviewed. 
Attempts to prepare divalent organolead radicals hy re­
actions of Srignard reagents with lead chloride were mnsuooeae-
ful. 
Reactions of the diphenyllead dihalidea with metals in 
liquid amonia solution were investigated. The addition of 
one equivalent of diphenyllead dibroiaide to a liquid asuionla 
solution of four equivalents of lithium yielded dilithiua 
diphenyllead ^ ioh gave diphenyldiethyllead upon trea'teient 
with ethyl bromide. 
Mleoellaneous atteaipted preparations of diphenyllead 
included reduction of diphenyllead dihalides by catalytic 
hydrog©nation, hydrazine hydrate and aluminum metal. 
Reaction of lead laeroaptide with phenyllithiura probably 
inKslved the intenaediate formation of diphenyllead, but only 
triphenyllead, tetraphenyllead and ffletalllc lead were isolated. 
